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PETER JOHN SCHIFFERLE. The Prussian and American General Staffs: An
Analysis of Cross-cultural Imitation, Innovation, and Adaptation (Under
the direction of Dr. SAMUEL R. WILLIAMSON, JR.)

This paper examines the American use of the Prussian general staff

as a model for the establishment of the American guneral staff before

1918. This examination includes a discussion of the Prussi.an general

staff, the observations of this system conducted by American army

officers, and the reform efforts in the American army from 1871 to 1898

based on these observations. The thesis continues with an analysis of

the American general staff's establishment after the Spanish-American War.

A comparison of the Amezican and Prussian general staffs concludes the

thesis.

()The Prussian general staff was the principal model for the

reformers of the American army from 1871 to 1917. The American general

staff began in imitation of the Prussian system, but unique American

challenges forced the acceptance of innovative techniques and extensive

adaptation of the Prussian staff. The American general staff resulted

from a combination of imitation, innovation, and adaptation.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

On a bright, clear autumn day in 1904, a dedication ceremony took

place in front of the nearly completed Army War College Building in

Washington, D.C. At three o'clock in the afternoon of November 19,

Lieutenant General von Loewenfeld, commander of the Prussian cadet school

at Grosne Lichterfeld, presented a statue of Frederick the Creat to

President Theodore Roosevelt in recogr.ntion of the friendly reception

accorded to Prince Henry of Prussia during his tour of America two years

before, and in recognition of the lasting friendship between the German

Empire and tha United States. The German ambassador to the United States

made a few remvrks and "Die Wacht am Rhein" was played by the United

States Marine Bmnd,.

The audiente, which consisted of American cabinet officers, many

congressmen, and tiust senior American army officers, listened as President

"Roosevelt deliverai a lon&iloquent dedication speech. e said:

It it eminently fitting that the statue of this iroa soldier, this
born leader of wn, should find a place in this War College for
when soldierly genius and soldierly heroism reach the highest point
of achievement the man in whom they are displayed become the
examle for aij of the virile and masterful virtues.. I accept
this itatue as a symbol of the ti*3 of f'riendship and good will
which I trust i.s the years go on will bind ever closr to•otehe
the Aemuarti aid Cerman peoples.2

Roosevelt concludnd his speech with another pledge of American.-Getuan

friendship and th.en the American chief of staff, LiauLenant. Ceral

- 9-
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Adna R. Chaffee, addressed the assembled dignitaries. He iaformed the

audience that upon completion of the War College Building, students

would enter the building under the gaze of Frederick the Great and be

"reminded of an extraordinary genius in their own chosen profession.

The Science of War, as developed by him, will be studied and discussed,

and his wonderful success in military art will furnish an incentive to

work on their part. 13 Chaffee then continued with an appeal to add

statues of other war leaders to the entrance to the College. He speci-

fically named Washington and Grant as figures who would "serve as

indicators and point to sources of knowledge for the Army War College

student. ,4

Chaffee's speech was followed by an address from the American

ambassador to Germany and by a benediction given by a Washington Lutheran

minister. The exercises were concluded by the playing of the "Star

Spangled Banner" by the Marine Band. After the anthem, a retired captain

of the Prussian Grenadier Regiment Knig Frederich the Great laid a wreath

at the foot of the statue. 5

The presotse of a statue of Frederick the Great at the entrance

to the United States Arty Wtr College in 1904 epitomizea the priwry

questlw of this thesis. Was the Aawricat general staff system, of* which

Oul. War College was at4 bitegral part, the product of tmitation or adaptA-

itt% of the PrusatiAt general ttaf•, or was it an Amrican itinovatioe?

"•he sONtrum of cross•ulturl uinluence has beetn adalysed by Allan

Ritheltl as comprising three distimjt f•res: manipuiation (the deliberate

coereion of one culture by aiothre), competitiao (the otrugije between

tuo cultures for superiority), and Imitation. ImitattUxi, according to
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Mitchell, is the acceptance by one culture of beneficial aspects from

another culture. This is initiated when one culture faces a problem

which has already been solved by another culture, and when the first

culture has sufficient knowledge of the second culture's solution to the

problem for this to serve as a model, or example, for their own solu-

tion. 6 Ernest R. May cited imitation as a motive force in cultural and

social systems before World War I; he believed that "international

fashions in thought and events on the world scene could have had a

decisive influence on the men of the establishment . . . above all the

foreign scene provided models for imitation." 7

For this study, both Mitchell's and May's ideas have merit, but

a more precise definition of imitation and its characteristics is re-

quired for this analysis. Imitation takes place only when two cultures

are confronted with. or think they are confronted with, analogous prob-

lems-otherwise the Institution as model would have no relevance for the

imitating society. The more similar the probiems appear to be, the more

likely it is that imitation will occur, for it is then expected that

imitated institutions can solve the problem at hand. For example, the

desires of Germany and Great Britain to control the North Sea, and the

British developm&nt of the Dreadnought class of b4ittlaship in the early

years of this century, resulted In the German imitatioti (and in some

, cases improvement upcn) this type of warship. IlTe distin-tivo features

of 1Witation are a similality in organittion, structure, design, uame*s

or proceeses beyond a similar•.y duo to the need to perform analogous

tasks. These characteristics und definittoms are used it thiL dhisis

as cilteria tor the analysis of crost-eultural imitation.

Oute for, of cultural alteration not discussed by 4ttchell is
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innovation, the creation of a unique solution to a cultural problem.

Innovation will occur when a culture is faced with a unique situation,

or when knowledge of another culture's solution to an analogous problem

is incomplete, and therefore cannot serve as a model for imitation. 8

The American navy's use of shallow-draft armored river steamers during

the American Civil War is an example. Faced with the unique challenge

of an extensive inland waterway system over which the Union army had to

conduct its Western campaigns, the navy converted river steamers into

warships through the innovative use of add-on armor.

The third form of cross-cultural influence is a combination of

imitation and innovation termed adaptation. Adaptation has the charac-

teristic circumstances of imitation (the existence of a similar cultural

problem) but it has the characteristic results of innovation (the forma-

tion of new solutions to sometimes unique problems). Adaptation usually

begins as imitation and then gradually becomes an innovative alteration

of the model Institution - the adaptation by the German army of the

principle of the "tank" from the Allied armies, for example. The idea

was borrowed from the opposing armies, but due to the limited develop-

suit of manufacturing facilities in Germany. the end product wat uot an

imitation of the French or British tanks.

To determine V -tther the Aaerican general staff began as imita-

tion, itnovation, or adaptation, we oast first understand the modal

available to the American mlitury reformers, tn thist tns .he rusian•

general staif. The uext chapter discuses the Prustan system0' his-

torical developmnt, its mislon, persomel, aund orgniaation. Partictular

attention is given to the selection, education. and trataing of geertal

staff officers and to the *tganisattoo and staff prcedures of the
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Prussian Grosser Generalstab. This second chapter also discusses the

impact of the Prussian general staff on the French and British armiez

from 1371 to 1914.

The third chapter examines the Prussian iufluence on the American

military from the end of the American Civil War to the eve of Lhe

Spanish-American War. The chapter also discusses the organization of

the American army, and the need of the American army to look to Eur-;.,t

for reform models. The American observers of Europe, especiall'- the

military a,.tachgs and military educators, are studied. Additionally,

the chapter analy:-.s the effect of Emory Upton and other reformers, and

the effect of the modernization and reform of the American navy, on

army reform. An interpretation of t|be progress of reform on the eve of

1898 concludes this chapter.

Chapter 4 is concerned with the creation of the first Ameritan

general staff. This process, wtich began In the flasco of mobilitucion

for the Spanish-American ;4r, culminated V% 1903. This chapter studies

the effects of the uar on Awri•t% desire* for military reform, and the

public criticisms of tho &ay.~t Elihu Root'sa appointmant as secretaty

of war in 1899, and his knowledge of Ohe Prussim staff system, is

awlysed. A disusision of Rootl' proposls tor"refeorV, 44d tht oppoai-

CLoe to his pldno, eoncludea this ehapter.

The fifth Chapter io a eonavatiatt Analysis 01 tho. Americaft And

Prusikan gonaral staff systeas. Vth bulk of the aftalysis coortnus

pertonnel procurtewt. education, utilixatio,, And traini4, and th*

oglauitaion of the otmtts the alvet. The chaptor ewcailmas the Amerim

atttf itow 1903 through 1918, condudLb, vith the Allied and Assoc•.ated

Po•v•vt victory over the CetraL Powers. Woi dwhpter taterptete the

" •1
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functions of the American general staff, and the efforts of American

officers to change these functions, while accounting for the available

knowledge of the Prussian system, and the unique needs of the United

- States Army.

The final chapter summarizes the conclusions of the thesis.

Proposals for further work on this topic are also considered.

AI
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CHAPTER 2

THE PRUSSIAN GENERAL STAFF SYSTEM

Modern military staff systems originated during the Seven Years

War when Pierre Bourcet in France and Frederick the Great in Prussia

both used groups of experts to solve planning and logistical problems.

The French system did not survive the Revolution or Napoleon I. The

Prussian system continued its development under Colonel von Massenbach

until 1806, and under von Scharnhorst after Jena-Auerstadt. A central

general staff was organized, based on the Prussian quartermaster-general

staffs of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, undei the control

of the minister of war. 1 From 1806 to 1858, the Prussian central general

staff slowly gained power and prestige; the chief of the general staff

remained primarily un adviser to the mlnister r.: r,.r until 1858.

The last half of the nineteenth century saw the developmuent of

large, centralized, and complex governmnts, an increase In both the size

of armies and in the complexity of their weaponry and organization.

These developments increased the need for military officers trained to

meet the growing complexity, size, and technology of military organiza-

tions. 2  The Prussian general staff was the first military staff to met

these challenges. 3 The appointment of Helauth von Xoltke as chief of

staff in 1858 (he had been acting chief of stafff since Oct~ober 1857)

marked the start of the system of staff officer selecting, education*

and training YAWch would becom, as described by an anoeyaou* English

•,'.
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observer, "one of the most monumental achievements of the nineteenth

century." 4  Moltke, who remained chief of staff until 1888, created the

modern Prussian general staff. His emphasis on officer procurement,

selection, education, and training made the Prussian system the most

efficient in Europe. Moltke standardized the Prussian staff college

(the Kriegsakademie) curriculum and he required all staff officers to

serve as successful company and battalion commanders. He also formulated

a system of education and instruction (the applied method) that became
5

the standard throughout the Prussian army.

Moltke's system remained virtually intact until the abolition of

the general staff in the 1919 peace settlement. Changes were made in

Lhe power structure of the Prussian army; internally the general staff

revained largely as Count K-ltke created it. Moltke's conception of the

i mission of the gene:al staff a1.o stayed in effect, 6 To quote Michael

Piward, 6.he Prussian staff worked by "applying to the coniduct of war a

eontinuous inteliigent itudy, analyzing the past, appreciating the

future, avd providing tt'e commanders in the field with an increasing

supply of tiformo'vi and advice.1,7 The staff which performed this

aission was part of Lhe hyL.id military system of the Second Varman

Reich, a system wnich caw inti existence in 1871.

The for,.tion of the German ReicN unlarged the Prussian forces and

made them the mudel for f few remainit3 independent German (non-.

Prussi~in) armies. Accord4n-1 to the pr'ovisinms of the 1871 Ou&stitution,

the Prussian king retat.ned control of the Prussian ara; the arnie* of

Bavaria, Saxony, and WUrttemberg wore controlied by their ovn state

leadership. With the excuption of the Wrttember8 ar&, uhich was

eventually partially absocbed by the Orussiax arct (as tie XIIX ,x•

1OW-" AN
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Corps of the Prussian-Wdrttemberg Army), these armies remained legally

independent until war came in 1914. This independence was primarily

titular, because by 1914 Prussia had concluded agreements with the other

German states which either placed their armies under Prussian control

or under Prussian supervision; the Prussian king dominated the organi-

zation, training, and equipment of all German forces. Despite the

particularist Bavarian, Saxon, and Wrttemberg wishes for independent

forces, by early 1914 the Prussian military system practically controlled

all German military forces. 8

This domination and control extended to all areas of military

interest in Germany, but it was particularly effective in the Prussian

dominance of the German general staff systems. Only Bavaria retained

a separate staff college after 1871; the other states were required to

send their prospective staff officers to Berlin for training (and indoc-

trination in Prussian methods) at the Prussian staff college, the

Kriegsakademic.: Vhen war broke out in the summer of 1914, it was a

Prussian-trained staff corps which mobilized, deployed, and controlled

the German land forces. 9

In time of war, the German kaiser commanded all German forces; in

peace he only coamanded the Prussian army ýae part of his duty as king

of Prussia). The king of Prussia controlled his army as the personal

holder of each officer's sworn fidelity, not as the leader of the,

Prussian people. Control of the Prussian military was a royal pre-

rogative; little effective civilian control of the Prussian forces existed

before 1918.10 The only influence the civilian world had on military

affairs in the Second German Eapire we through the individual state



legislaturest control over the military budgets, and the Reichstag's

control over the financing of the "imperial" forces. Although there was

"in a strictly legal sense . . . no imperial army," the Prussian war

minister became the functioning imperial war minister of the German
11

Empire. After 1874, the Reichstag debated the army budget and army

personnel requirements every seven years (eventually reduced to every

five years). The Reichstag was the only civil body with any form of

control over the "imperial" forces, and this control was tenuous at best.

Within the Prussian milite&ry structure, the king commanded the

army through a complex and confused triad of agencies: the Prussian war

ministry controlled the aray's logistics, armaments, and troop personnel

requirementsm; the military cabinet supervised all officer careers, made

all officer assignments, and maintained all officer records; and the

general staff performed all strategic and operational planning, super-

vised officer education, and, osuansibly, coordinated all activities

between these agencies. This cotmind etructure has been justly condemned

as both confusing and wasteful. Gerhard Ritter refers to these problems

as the central "grave defectO' of the Prussian military system.13 in

this system, there ues a coitant struggle for control and domination,

and after 1888 the new katr* Wilhelm 11, did nothing to correct the

situation. In 1899, he formed a royal headquarters, manned by the head

of the military cabinet and by Wilhelm's coterie of military aides and

personal friends. This headquarters (asesigned the duty of transmitting

the king's orders to the are• but actually oerving no useful function)

only increased the confusion'. t of this confusion wa due to Wilhelm's

reliance on his chosen off jtre P the "xclusion of the various ministers

of the Prussian and imperial governments, and to thu e"clusioa of some

I,
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Table 1

Prussian Army Administration, 1890-191414

King of Prussia
(control partially exercised through Royal Headquarters)

-- Minister of War ..

Chief of ýeneral Staff Chief of Military Cabinet

General Staff - War Ministry- ------ Military Cabinet
(planning and (logistics, armaments, (officer
intelligence) enlisted personnel) management)

Te Army

of the army's most effective generals.15 The confusion was greatest

whenever planning for the future was atteqted. Although the general

staff was hold responsible for all strategic planning, the war ministry

controlled weapons development and procurement and enlisted strength

(through the legislatures), and the military cabinet controlled all

officer asuignment&. This disunity of control mad4 it difficult to

coordinate any long-range plane.16 The general staff wrested some power

from the war minister in the reorganization of 1888, as well as XIndiat-

vortras (direct access to the king) for the chief of staff, but this did

little to eliminate the "chaos which ruled at the top" of the Prussian
drv 17
ar•,

This chaos had a particularly vital effect on the supply of arms,

awaition. food. and material to the forces in the field. this situatioa

SM* I
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would culminate in the disastrous shortages of equipment and personnel

in the last months of 1914. This chaotic command and coordination situa-

tion, with no one except the king (and legally but impractially the chief

of the general staff) responsible for effective coordination of activities,

severely restricted the efficiency of the Prussian general staff and the

Prussian military forces. 18

Part of this limited effectiveness was the status of military-naval

cooperation in the German Empire. The chief of the general staff and

the chief of the naval staff had no established means of conmun1cation

for the exchange of information. Each project which required cooperation

between the services was dLalt with on an ad hoc basis, with individual

officers assigned from the Generalatab or Admiralstab as each project

required. This case-by-case approach (which was also followed by most

other nations at the time) was not efficient; when combined with the

natural interservice rivalry for funds and prestige from 1897 to 1912,

army-navy cooperation in the German Reich 4as if MOSt nations) was le*s

a reality than a dream. 19

The general staff itself was not iawne to confusion or complexity,

but it had a well-established and effective system of officer procure-

wit, education, and utilization, and an effective organization. The

efficiency of the Prussian general staff depended = the quality of its

officers. and on the functional qualities of its organuization.20 The

officers who worked in the general staff were •mbers of a remrkably

closed social class. Despite the efforts of Prussian ailitary authori-

ties to ensure the nobility of the Prussian officer corps, the $eatr:L

staff on the eve of World War I was couposed of only slightly vore thon

55 percent noble offLcers. These efforts did muage to keep the general
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ranks secure for the nobility: 80 percent of the generals assigned to

the general staff on the eve of the war were noble. This analysis agrees

with the study done by Daniel J. Hughes on the Prussian generals from

1871 to 1914.21 Noble domination of the Prussian officer corps, and of

the officers assigned to the general staff occurred primarily through

the ever-present example of senior (and noble) officers. The juuior

officers, eager to gain promotion and distinction, emulated these senior

officers, and often their conservative ideas concerning the value of the

Prussian nobility. 
2 2

One of the most promising avenues for promotion and distinction

for the junior officer was assignment as a general st.ff officer; the

only practical route to such an assignment was through the ý,' eLkaa stiff

college, the Kriegsakademie, an institution once described by an English

observer as such a "beastly school" that "any men who has ever gone

through that mill never looks happy again."' 2 3 Despite the college's

reputation as a harsh school, the two-year advance in promotion to cap-

tain awurded to a successful general staff officer (not to mention the

five-year advance promotion to major) wa sufficient incentive for may

jwtior officers to attest admission to the Krieg•akadeie.24 Another

incentive was that duty at the college, located In Berlin, the cultural,

military, and governmental center of Germany, was far more exciting than

servinS in the drab garrison twins where mst line units were stationed,25

In general, t|be comletian of a tour at the staff college, as one 1908

graduate expresed it, was like saying "Sesam Mane dich" to a long and

successful military career. 2 6

The Kriegaakadeuie, the primary Prussian officer postgraduate

educatLoa institution, was designed to produce highly trained, efficient,

4, "-
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and mentally alert general staff officers through a long and tortuous

selection process.27 The first of several steps in this process was the

completion of the entrance Pxamination to the school. Officers of a

"minimum of iive years' active duty, and with four years' remaining ser-

vice as lieutenants, were permitted to take the exam. Multiple attempts

to pass the test were permitted, and each officer was able to take the

test two or three times, depending on the speed of his own promotions.

Several hundred officers took the test each year; the average number for

the years from 1889 through 1894 was 299.28 Of these three hundred

officers, only one hundred received orders to attend the school each

year. 29

The test, offered in March at each army corps headquarters (there

i [were seventeen active corps in the Prussian-WUrttemberg Army), was con-

( sidered a "terrifically stiff examination" by one English observer.30

Officers were required to present a board of examiners with a prepared

essay on a published tactical problem, and they were required to pass

a rigorous written test. This written test included, but was not limited

to, formal and applied tactics, weapons knowledge, fortifications, ter-

rain analysis, history, geography, French, and mathematics. 31 Successful

* completion of all parts of the test was not specifically required; the

candidate was obliged to demonstrate a suitable backgrokud education

through his grasp of facts, and to show a senue of application and clear

thinking. 3 2 With only one of three applicants selected for the war

college, competition was intense. Many officers found amsistance from

older officers. local professors, tutors, cramers, and a larle body of

literature on how to pas the test. 33 Once the test was over, the

officer awaited the results fot sveral maxth*. it he was successul,
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he uas ordered to attend the Kriegsakademie starting in October.

The Berlin college provided both an educational and a cultural

experience for its students. For example, when Wilhelm Groener, a

W6rttemberg officer, arrived in Berlin in the fall of 1893 to attend the

Kriegsakademie, he found life in the German capital stiumulating and

exciting. He developed new friendships, boarded with an upper-middle-

class Berlin family, and generally acted the tourist for his first two

years at the school. 3 4 But life at the staff college was not all culture

and ease; students may have experienced plentiful free time in their

first two years at the school, but there was useful work done in all

three years at the college, and the last year was one of intensive study

and work. Groener noted that he worked nearly continuously in his third

year in Berlin. 
35

Students at the Kriegsakademie were required to attend all the

lectures in their programs; absences required prior approval. Students

normally spent more than twenty-five hours per week in classes, with

variations for their particular year and choice of minao-, progcams.

Officers could study a minor In either languages or applied stience,

a zhoice which they had to make before taking the entrance examination.

From the information available, the curriculum changed little from the

later years of Koltke'a tenure as chief of staff (the 1880s through

the ealy 19000.36

The staff college instructors used two distinct types of instruc-

tion. The general knooledge subjects (geography, histotj, the sclences,

Slanguages, and law) were taught by lectures; the tilitary subjects were

taught using toltkees applied method. The lecture subjects, which con-

centrated on Cerman physical geography. Germ constitutional and civil

1" $

I
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Table 2

A Typical Three-Year Kriegsakademie Course 3 7

Hours per week per subject:
Subject first year second year third year

Tactics 4 4 2

Military history 3 4 4

Weapons 3
Fortifications 3

Comanications 2

Surveying 2

Military law 1

Military hygiene 1

Military geography 2

General staff duties 4

Siege warfare 3

History (general) 3 3 3

Geography 2

Civil law 2

Applied sciences 6 5 7

-- or--

French or Russian 6 66

1l&v, uwdern Europqau histoty, and on the basic applied sciences (or a

foreigin language), were often taught to classes of mre than fifty

students. Despite the litations imposed by such large claseu, and

the school's eaphasis on militsiy education, the quality of the libaral

arts and sciences education was enhanced by the presence of so"e of the

aost dsti•guiehed toachers it German scholatship8

The staff at the Krieeakademle consisted of equal aubers'of

S U
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civilian professors and military instructors. The civilians, twenty-two

in 1905, were appointed by the minister of war with the approval of the

chief of staff. They usually served at the staff college for the rest

of their academic careers. Some of these professors were drawn from the

faculty of the University of Berlin (which had been founded the same day

as the staff college in October 1810).39 Among the civilian instructors

at the college in the years before the First World War were Heinrich

von Treitschke the historian and Heinrich Schliemann the archaeologist

(famous for his discovery of the ruins of Troy) 40 The military instruc-

tors, twenty-one In 1905, were part-time instructors assigned to the

Kriegsakademie while serving with the general staff In Berlin, In

addition, two advisory councils were formed of both civilian and military

officials. The entire staff was controlled by the director of the war

academy, a general officer, who Insured that military instruction received

sufficient emhasis. 
1

Military education occurred inside and outside the classrooms. In

the sumer moths (the school term was from October through June), each

officer served vith a branch of service other than his own. 4 2  Tours of

arse le anas fortressee were also arranged by the faculty during the

arunr.43 Host military education did take place In the classrooms It

followed the ideas of applied mthod instruction foreulated by Count

ote., 44This applied methods as described in the Insteuctiods for the

college of 1888, was based on the student'* participation in problem

solving and tactical situations oimalated in the clasroo. 45 Practical

problem solving, with the student role-playing as .n officer in a par-

ticula' situation, u" used throughout the ailitary elas~s at the tieigs-

atkadeaie, and later tharoughout the training conducted within the ganatal

staff.*6

,/
-1-
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Groener's class notes from his Kriegsakademie years show the

influence of this practical education. His class notes are predominantly

on military subjects, although some notes taken in classes on recent

European history, Germau constitutional theory and civil law, and on

German physical geography demonstrate the breadth of the curriculum at

the zollege. Groener's notes, in particular his notes on military use

of railroads, document the detail and practicality of the military

education at the Kriegsakademie. His notes on military railroads include

precise details on train design, loading ramp specifications, rolling-

stock dimensions, and uvectical information on Wqnals and communications

used on European railways. 4 7

This practical education has been criticized for stifling orig.nal

thought among students at the Prussian staff college, and am•n• the en"ire

Prussian general staff. This criticism first surfaced in the contemo-

rary writings of General Friedrich Bemhardi. He called on the Kriegs-

akademie to progress beyond the merely practical to the theoretical ideas

of science ad politics. He destred a brod~-based cdu4ators instead of

purely practical instruction.8 Other writers also criticised this

educationA and claimed that there was a declinte Its original thought among

ganeral staff oftfizrs due to 0e rigorous traiLin methods emloyed at

49the Lollqe6& Thse criticisma hMw sme validity, althouh the applied

method did itspire rapid decision'a•king ai•btlies abd encouagoed a sense

of "elit& in the training wang the studen~t offictrs!, usshows ic the

records of one of the appUied aethod towaC•eW.A Lbs staff CoLIege, the

practice staff tide.

Three weeks to June were devwted to tids pactice staff rvde by

"the Udrd (se:ior) class. This staff i ua condict!d in the£14,

I. . . - ... .. ... .. .•... . .L ' -
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usually along the German frontier with either France or Russia. It

provided practical experi.ence fcr ý.he <udents in all of the duties of

general staff officers in wartime. (These staff rides also introduced

the young officers to a form of training used every year by the officers

of the Prussian general staff. These annual Stab Reisen by the general

staff were conducted under the direct control of the chief of staff and

served to keep all staff officers in shape both physically and mentally.) 50

Groener's practice staff ride took place in the spring of 1896.

He was part of a six-man team of students under the command of a general

staff major. Groener's fifty-four-student section, half of the senior
51

class, incl,....d Max Hoffman, of whom we shall hear more later. This

practict, itaff ride included exercise in. staff planning and execution,
in t-actics, in field sanitation, food resupply, logistical support re-

quirements, and troop movements. This three-week-long period was also

the final examination in the course on general staff duties, and it was

the instructor's last chance to decide the future of each student

officer.
52

Completion of the three years at the Kriegsakademie did not mean

acceptance into the Prussian general staff. Aside from the chances of

failure during the three years at school (approximately 5 percent of

each class failed to complete the course), the graduates still had only

a one-in-three chance of being named to the staff. 5 3  Four different

certificates were granted upon completion of the course. The top 30

percent of each class were posted to the general staff as probationary

officers; the rest of the class was certified as Adjudantur (those

qualified only for battalion and regimental staff duty), as instructors

at military schools, or they were sent back to their regiments certified

-I,~ -
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as "qualified for line duty.''54 The fate of the graduating class of 1891

is typical: of one hundred officers assigned as students, five were re-

lieved due to incompetence, thirty-five were named to the general staff

on probation, thirty-one were certified as Adjudantur, seven were qiAli-

fied as military instructors, and twenty-two were returned to troop duty. 55

Those assigned to probationary duty on the general staff were not

members of the general staff corps; they were not authorized to wear the

triple carmine trouser stripe which was the distinctive uniform of the

general staff. Probationary duty was actually a one-year-long step in

the selection process for general staff officers. 5 6 During this year,

the officers were assigned to particular sections of the central general

staff in Berlin, and they worked in close association with veteran staff

officers. 5 7  Their work was divided into two arep-i: daily work was done

as required by the chief of their assigned section of the staff; each

week and month the probationary officers also had to prepare solutions

to problems proposed by the chief of staff. 5 8 If their work was satis-

factory, and if their personal life style and financial security met the

standards of the general staff, appointment to the general staff corps

occurred. Only thea, after a long period of study for the Kriegsakademle

entrance examination, after three years at the staff college, and after

one year of work at the "Red Den" (the general staff headquarters building

in Berlin), was an officer accepted into the Prussian general staff.5

Con-•inued presence on the staff was pussible, but not guaranteed.

Every general staff officer, with the exception of from thirty to fifty

auxiliary technical officers, was required to serve vith both line and

staff units in rotation. 60 After an initial period of one to three years

at the "Red Den," the officers, now captains (haviog been promoted upo"

I'. ' • '/ ,, ,I'•!• i'' " • •' •
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acceptance into the general staff corps), would be ordered to duty as

company commanders in their branch of service. If their two years as

a company commander were successful, a return to the general staff was

generally assured. Failure in command, or a financial or personal scandal,

would result in loss of staff status. The process of command-staff-

command rotation continued for the successful officer until he had

commanded a regiment, after which he became eligible for promotion to

general. 61

The general staff officer could be employed on staff duty with

either the central general staff in Berlin (the Grosser Generalstab) or

as a staff officer with an army division or corps in the field or in

garrison. Duty with line units was known as Truppen Generalstab service,

and it accounted for half of all general staff positions in the Prussian

army. Each army division had one general staff officer, usually as its

operations officer (who was the principal staff officer in Prussian

staffs which did not have a chief of staff). Each army corps had from

62three to five general staff officers assigned.

Greener's progress after the Kriegsakademie is typical of ,.he

successful officer in this system. He served his time as a probationary

officer in the mapping section of the central general staff. He was then

appointed a regular general staff officer, promoted to captain, and as-

signed to the survey section of the central general staff. He served

in the survey section from Uarch 1899 to October 1902, when he was

ordered to Metz to command an infantry company. In October 1904, he

moved back to Berlin and to duty with the railroad section oi the staff.

He was promoted to tajor, and he remained in Berlin until the fall of

1908. His next assignment was as chief of staff of the X1ti Army Corps
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(the Wirttemberg corps in the Prussian/W(Irttemberg Army). He then com-

manded an infantry battalion from October 1910 to September 1911. The

next year found him in Berlin once more assigned to the railroad section

of the general staff. He was promoted to lieutenant colonel in October
63

1912, and he became chief of the railroad section.

The officers who served with the Grosser Generalstab in Berlin

were under the direct control of the chief of the general staff. The

chief of staff could alter his staff system and organization as he saw

fit, tempered only by budget restrictions, but the system, like the

curriculum at the Kriegsakademie, remained remarkably unchanged from the

last years of the elder Moltke to the first days of World War I. Some

alterations in the organization of the Grosser Generalstab did occur,

but there were few substantive changes in the basic system, or in the

mission of the staff. 64

The primary mission of the central general staff remained the

"preparation of the Prussian army . . for war, (and] the transport of

troops during the mobili&ation of the army." 6 5  Secondary missions, all

critical to the proper performance of the primary mission, included

intelligence gathering and analysis, the education and training of

general staff officers, the study of problems associated with new itams

of military techraology, the arrangement of the annual maneuvers, and

preparation of military histories. 6

Theme missions were accomplished within a system designed to be

flexible, and capable of easy alteration by the chief of staff to facili-

tate the coupletion of assigned tasks. The chief of staff va4 assitaed

by a deputy chief of staff (.Oberqtar tterm Ister 1) and three subordnat"e

"superior quartertm-aaers" (Oberqtsrttermeitter It, 11, and IV). Verious

- i
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Table 3

Prussian Grosser Generalstab Organization, ca. 189067

King of Prussia

Chief of Staff

Superior Quartermaster I Superior Quartermaster II

2 Section (Abteilung) 4 Section
planning, mobilization, military information--
training, equipment, and fortification
organization needs statistical branch

Kriegsakademie supervision
Railroad Section

mobilization/concentration
planning

Superior Quartermaster III Superior quartermaster IV
I Section (Chief of Survey)

military information: Trigonometric division
Russia, Austria-Hungary, Topographic division
Balkans, Scandinavia Cartographic division

Map library
3 Section

military information:
France, Italy, Great
Britain, USA6 others

Personnel offiew--general staff Military history section

soctions of the central general staff were assigned to the direction and

control of those four officers (see table 3 above). 68 In 1890, the

deputy chief of staff controlled the section of the staff concerned with

training, organization, and mobilization of the army, and alao the

railroad section. The other muperior quartermasters controlled the

remaining sections. One tmpetior quartermaster ase assigned full

" t,•*..,• .,V .. . '* . . ... :* ' . .-• , •,• ....* *",, -. .. . . , -.. .. .. ' " , ' . ': "
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responsibility for the survey Iirectorate, consisting of the map-

69making sections of the staff. The other two officers divided the

duties of intelligence gathering and analysis, supervision of the

Kriegsakademie, and the management of the general staff archives and

library.
7 0

The chief of staff personally supervised the personnel section of

the Grosser Generalstab and the military history section.71 He was

authorized direct communication with all general staff officers in the

*• field on matters of staff business, but he did not have any command

authority over line units. The king of Prussia retained command author-

ity, although in time of war the chief of staff gained practical control

of the army.72 Despite the chief of staff's lack of command authority,

he exerted a powerful influence, primarily through his control of Truppen

Generalstab officers (which resulted in significant influence on the line

units) and his command of the Grosser Generalstab officers. 7 3 The rela-

tively small size of the central general staff (some one hundred Grosser

Generalstab officers were on duty in 1905), combined with the use of the

superior quartermasters as effective managers, gave the chief of staff

a large degree of control over the work of the central staff; he was

able to control the daily operations of the staff through periodic

meetings with the superior quartermasters, who were themselves given

large amotuits of authority in making decisions on matters of some impor-

twce.74 lite direct influence of the chief of staff was the strongest

in the operations planning sections of the staff, and in all work

directly involved with plans for the next war. 75

Planning for the next was was the most important work of the

Prussian general staff. The influence of Chief of Staff Alfred von

I
l.-b._ -' •-,
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Schlieffen on ope rations planning was acknowledged by contemporary

accounts, and has been emphasized by recent his.orians. 7 6 The problems

which confronted Schlieffen during his chief of staff years (1891-1905)

continued through the tenure of 'Thief of Staff Helmut von Moltke (nephew

of Count Moltke), chief of staff from 1906 to 1914. The German leader-

ship's perception of an encirclement of Germany became only more certain

in the formation of the Entente Cordiale of 1904, at the Algeciras Con-

ferevce of 1906, the Bosnian Crisis of 1908/9, and during the Agadir

Crisis of 1911. The army, and the general staff, were left with only

an alliance with Austria-Hungary and an accord with Italy. War, if it

came, and for German leaders it appeared to be inevitable, would pit

Germany against Russia, France, and probably Great Britain. 7 7 Operational

pla~&s had to be drawn for this next war, and both Schlieffen and Noltke

the younger spent much of their time on the preparation of these plans. 7 8

These plans were constantly improved through the use of war games

(Kriegspiel) by the subordinate sections of the central general staff.

The use of these simulations as a method of instruction and as a mans

of plan formulation and improvement was standard throughout the Prussian

general staff system; these simulations were an extension of Moltke'a

applied method in use at the Kriegseakademie. 7 9 Each subordinate section

of the general staff conducted war games suitable to their particular

mission. the entire staff also conducted an annual series of war Same

during the annual staff ride. General staff officers, through the use

of these simalations, were continually being trained in their professions,

from their initial experiences at the staff college until their last war

gam with the general staff. 8 0 This constant "boning the blade' of their

staff system would serve the German military well during the Virst World

i'
* _ _-
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The outbreak of war in August found the Prussian general staff well

prepared for war. Colonel Groener, like many of his fellow staff officers,

was called back from summer leave late in July; he prepared his Grosser

Generalstab section for war by refusing any confusing last-minute minor

alterations in his long-established and oft-simulated plans.81 Despite

some last-minute concern by Wilhelm II and Moltke about changing the

mobilization scheme, and the "famous scene" between these two men where

Moltke refused to alter the mobilization plans, the German mobilization

ordered on the first day of Augu.t progressed with "clockwork precision." B2

Colonel Groener, on receipt of the mobilization order, changed his

duty title from Chief of the Eisenbahn Abteilung of the central general

staff to Chief of the Bureau of Railway Affairs (Chef des Feldeisenbahn-

wesens). This expansion was typical of the general staff's approach to

wartime mobilization. Individual officers would gain control over more

and more personnel, and gain larger and larger areas of responsibility

in their field of expertise, This system of expansion remained the

Prussian (now German) general staff's approach to the war until 1918;

alterations were made to structures and organizations as the need arose,

but the general staff officers retained control of the system,83 As

examples of this expansion, an expansion based on a quickly available

pool of trained reserve officers, noncomiissioned officers, and enlisted

men, Colonel Groaner and his classmate from the Friegakadeale, Colonel

IMax Hoffmaný offer interestio% insights into the Prussian approach to

fighting a modem war.

The mobilizatiou order brought wnder Groaner's cntrol all rail-

roads in Germany and in all areas occupied by German troops. He took

comand of railvay units totaling more than 32,500 officeve and am.

I
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From the first day of mobilization, Groener's greatly enlarged comand

analyzed and filed reports on bridges, tunnels, and railroad yards in

¶ Belgium, France, and Russia. The railway bureau was also responsible

for the movements of all trains in Germany. Military trains began

rolling on the first day of mobilization; from the second day of mobili-

zation until mobilization plus twenty-one days (M+-21) no civilian rail-

road traffic was permitted.86 By the end of August, the German railroads

had concentrated and deployed more than three million men without a major

delay or difficulty. On August 22, the Kaiser thanked Groener and his

men for carrying out their duties "in the spirit of the highest tradi-

tions of the German Army." 8 7 The German mobilization and deployment had

been successful because of the efficient German railway net, and because

of the efficient training and organization of the Prussian general staff.

While Groener, and his men, were fulfilling the best traditions

of the Prussian army, another staff officer was creating a new tradition

on the Eastern Front. This officer, working as a Truppen Generalstab

officer, was Colonel Hax Roffman. Hoffman was familiar with the terrain

and situation in East Prussia in the summer of 1914; he had been assigned

to this area for several years, and he had prepared plans for a defense

against a possible Russian attack against East Prussia.88

The Prussian staff was aware by the autumn of 1911 (when the

intelligence section of the central general staff purchased Russian war

plans from a Russian general staff officer) that the Russian army was

comitted to an early attack on East Prussia. 89  It was also cammn

knowledge awn& the Prussian staff officers that such an attack would

be divided by the Kasurian Lakes; Ceerman action against the divided

Russian forces could be decisive. Early reversus on the Eastern Front

I.
n nt,,,• 44
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forced back the German forces in August 1914 despite their knowledge of

the Russian plans. Such incompetence was not tolerated; the German

commander in the East (von Prittwitz) and his chief of staff were sum-

marily relieved by Moltke on August 21. The replacement officers were

Generals von Hindenburg, who was called out of retirement, and Ludendorff,

the hero of Liage; they were soon on their way to the East in a special

railway train. 90

Prior to their arrival, indeed prior to Prittwitz's relief, Colonel

Hoffman, the operations officer for the German forces in East Prussia,

had conceived a plan. He would move an army corps by rail from the left

to the right flanks of the German army while marching the rest of the

army also to the left, and encircle and destroy the Russian armies one

at a time. It is certainly no coincidence, as has often been speculated,

that Ludendorff conceived of a similar plan while riding his special

train to the East. Both officers were simply reacting in similar manner

to a situation they had seen simulated in the "Red Den" time after time.

The situation had been foreseen before the war by the Prussian general

wtaff; Ludendorff and Hoffman were only reacting to a situation for which

they had received extensive peacetime preparation. The result of these

plans was the destruction of Samsonov's army at Tannenberg, the Russian

threat in the East was temporarily eliminated. 9 1

In 1914, efficient railroad organization and effective ay•-level

staff work alone could not win the war. The Prussian army, and the German

Meich, were unprepared for a long war; the chaos and confusion character-

istic of the peacetime Prusalan say concinued throughout the war, *Akin&

preparation* for a long war difficult, at beot. 92 The Prussian general

staff itself was not without. faults. According to Liddell Hart, all too
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often (from the German standpoint) junior officers were given tremendous

responsibilities as chiefs of staff of corps and armies, and they "often

took momentous decisions with hardly a pretense of consulting their

superiors . . . such a system had grave objections and from it came the

grit in the wheels which not infrequently marred the . . . working of

the German war machine." 9 3

After the defeat of the Central Powers, in part due to the efforts

of the victors and in part to the problems of the German leadership and

the German system, the German general staff was outlawed in accordance

with the provisions of the Versailles Peace Treaty. The Prussian general

staff ceased to exist in the form known to the world before 1918; a

general staff would survive under a series of disguises during the Weimar

period, but the Prussian general staff would never again control the

military destinies of the German people.

Before its defeat and dissolution, the Prussian staff system had

extended its influence beyond the frontiers of the German Reich. Indeed,

some histotians believe that the German armies were defeated in 1914

partially because the French and British staffs, through selective imi-

tation of the Prussian general staff and the inauguration of innovative

improvements on this audel, had improved their staff systems far beyond

94the Prussian changes to the Prussian system from 1871 to 1914. The

French army had borrowed many ideas from the Prussian artV after its

defeat in 1870/71. tmong these ideas was thd ides of genoral conscrip-

tion, and the idea of a general staff. The caupaigns of 1870/71 wete

"hardly over hon the French government mde its first move toward

creatitng a hMgh comaud on the Prussian model, according to the foremost

historian o• the 'rench~ army.95 the reforms which occurred in the Yrench

hittu of th . ...,ar #d
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army from 1871 to 1914 were reactions to their military defeat in 1870/71

and to the problems faced by the arqy in domestic politics. The struggles

of the Boulanger and Dreyfus affairs, particularly the latter, severely

hampered the reforms of the French army at the same time they made reforms

96
more necessary.

The French borrowed from the Prussian army both the organization

of a general staff (with some major alterations), and the idea of a staff

college to train officers for duty with the staff. In imitation of the

Kriegsakademie, the French staff college, the Ecole Supfrieur de Guerre,

instructed lieutenants in general staff duties, military history and

technology, and a smattering of liberal arts subjects. Upon graduation,

these officers were certified as qualified general staff officers, but

tho French army, unlike the Prussian, felt that officers should be con-

sidered primarily line officers and only secondarily general staff

officers.

The organization of the French general staff was also partially

based w the Prussian model. Reforms were made from June 1871 through

July 1911; the July 1911 reform created a chief of staff who was more

powerful than the Prustsan chief of staff. Joffre, the first officer

assigned to this position after its reform 14 1911, controlled all

stcategie planning. operatio"l planning, organization, and personnel

requirements, and co=anded the army as vell. .fter 1911, the french

chief of staff worked through a goneral staff composed of sections

responsible (or personelo intel l&uco4 ope1ratiou and training, and

logit ics. 98

The British army also borrowed fr(t the Ptussla military Utatitu-

tions iu the years from 1871 to 1914. A kiritish satAf college existed

i ~I
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before 1871, but the Franco-Prussian War, and the expertise shown by the

Prussian general staff officers, according to Brian Bond, "underlined

the need for [a college like the Kriegsakademie] to many senior officers

who had remained unconvinced by Britain's own experience in the Crimea."' 99

Despite this new interest in the staff college and some resultant improve-

ments in the quality of instructors and the curriculum, the British

military remained without a general staff to utilize the graduates of

S" the staff college until the disasters of the Boer War encouraged massive

reforms of the entire British army. 10

The reforms of the British staff system in the years after the Boer

War were largely the work of Richard Burdon Haldane. This man, who

became the civilian head of the War Office in 1905, began a program of
101

reforms of both the line and staff organizations of the British army.

In the years from 1905 to 1914, a British general staff was gradually

developed, based, in part, on systems in use in Prussia. Officers were

admitted to the general staff corps on the strength of their service

record and on their passage of the staff college- the general staff

officers alternated duty between the staff and line units. The genernl

staff collected military inforwtion, studied the problems of warfare

in different areas of the world, analyxod foreitn military activities,

And prepared tecomwndations for reforms of the amy organization. 1 02

The Britibh st•ff system operated under a different system of control

than the Prussian system: the British aAry was controlled by a civiliau

prime smiister, The king vms only very nominally in control of the

military; the real poaer lay to civilian hnda)103

Ilie British and Yrttih armieo uerte not the only military forces

to Imitate and adapt the Ptusi•a system. 11he tnfLuene of the Ptuaiain
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army extended to the Pacific; during the Russo-Japanese War, the Prussia-.

military attache to the Japanese army asked the chief of staff of a

Japanese field army what lessons the Japanese were learning from the war.

The Japanese officer replied that his army was not thinking of learning

lessons--they would rather translate the Prussian texts on the war and
104

learn from them. The pervasive Prussian military influence, an influ-

ence which extended from London to Tokyo, also reached Washington, D.C.

It is to the American army, and its nineteenth-century reforms, that we

now turn.

i.
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CHAPTER 3

PRUSSIAN INFLUENCE ON AMERICAN MILITARY

ORGANIZATION, 1871-1898

The years from the end of the American Civil War to the start of

the Spanish-American War have been called the United States Army's

"Dark Ages." Despite the long, hard years of frontier duty, the minus-

cule size of the American army, and the lack of sufficient appropriations

for the army, the years from 1865 to 1898 were not "Dark Ages"; they were

years of intense observation of foreign armies, of vociferous advocacy

of army reforms, and of the inauguration of a few of these proposals. 2

This chapter examines the role of the Prussian military as a model for

these observations, proposals, and reforms.

Duty in tiny, remote, and uncomfortable outposts, many located

west of the Mississippi River, characterized life for most officers and

men of the United States Army in the last half of the nineteenth century;

the Indian Ware, which persisted from 1866 to 1890, involved moat of

these officers and men. The greatest sittgla problem for the officers

of thiu tiny regular army (the average strength of the regular military

force in these years was less than 25,000 officers and men) was loas-

tivity; many officers used all available means to obtaLn a trahafer from

the frontier to more appealing duty in Uashington.3 The slowness of

officer promotions was another great problem for the army from 1865 to

1!,
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1898. The glut of veteran Civil War officers was so extensive that

officers frequently remained lieutenants for twenty or thirty years.

Despite mandatory retirenent at age sixty-four, legislated in 1882, this

situation continued unabated until the rigors of active duty in Cuba,

Puerto Rico, and the Philippines eliminated the older officers.4 The

problems of the officer corps were aggravated by a public disdain for

the regular army. This disdain, felt by a Congress imbued with what

Samuel P. Huntington termed "business pacifism," and separated physically

and socially from the members of the army, became so widespread that

appropriations gradually decreased through the 1870s; in 1876, the

Congress adjourned without feeling the need to provide funds for the

army or navy for the next year. Until November 1877, no one in either

service was paid. 5

The organization of the American army, which did not appreciably
6

change from 1865 to 1898, was another major problem; by any standard,

War Department administration was a disaster. The president of the

United States commanded the army through a secretary of war. This man,

often appointed by the president for purely political reasons, usually

knew nothing about the military before coming into office. He was

assisted in the management of the army by the commanding general of the

army and by eleven bureau chiefs.7 liTe secretary of war had full legal

control over all bureaus of the War Department ; the only limitation was

that hio was not to become involved in matters of "military discipline

and military control." 11thse matters were under the control of the

commanding general of the army. The indifferent delineation of authority

betueen the secretary of war and the commanding general (they both had

some control over the bureaus of the adjutant general and the inpector

--
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general) was the greatest problem in the War Department; according to

Otto L. Nelson, "the attempts to separate comnand and administrative

functions signally failed in practice." Leonard D. White believed that

the other great problem of the war department was how to "coordinate and

control the professional bureaus, permanently manned by the officer corps,

possessed of the tradition and art of their calling, each jealous of the

sister bureaus and all skeptical of the practical value of a civilian

secretary.

The most iTportant of thtse bureaus (see table 4) was the Adjutant

General's Office, which controlled all War lepa-1ment correspond1ence,

controlled the Military Iaformation Division (after 1885), supervised

West Point, kept all personnel records, and issued all official orders.

The next most influential bureau, and the one, with the Adjutant Generalla

( Office, which was controlled by both the secretary and the comanding

general, was the Inspector General's Office. This bureau was responsible

for the inspection of all troop units, Installations, and offices of the

army outside of the War Department. The Judge Advocate General's Office

was the next msat powerful bureau, since it was responsible for all legal

mattera in the arm. The other eight bureaus were responsible for the

administrative and logistical functioning of the army. The comanding

genaral controlled only one bureau (the Records and Pension& Bureau) and

two minor offices. 
10

All officers asigned to the War Department (sow seventy-five in

1895) were permannt mmbetrs of a staff branch of the army. Only death

or retirment could remove these of ficers (short of a court-mrtial for

criainal activity). The bulk of the work done in the War bepartment w.

doue by these officers, assisted by a fev civilian clerks. This system,
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Table 4

United States War Department, 1865-1899 A

President

Secretary of War

,omandin;. General of the Army

"Adjutant General's Office Old Soldiers' Rome

Inspector General's Office - - Board of Publications

Judge Advocate General's Office - Record and Pension Bureau

Quartermaster General's Offi':e

Pay Bureau

Medical Bureau

Chief of Signal

Chief of Engineers

Subsistence Bureau

Ordnance Buc'eau

Tie Army

vith itts conused lines of eow&and and ma tmgaent, with kait i ewtt "

rary described as its "fossilized military bureauus . . aiw 4uat"li'S

eonservatism," and its permanent eorps of staff officers 1(0*xtof whom

had not served with troops for thirty years or more), w'-z4 t•upiirvtie

the first Awerican overseas war in 1898.12

Ili Amricant army from 1865 to 1898 uts not blind to the prablem

involved vith its sentior matgement, nor %n& it blind to Furopeai dovelp-

mweas in military orgAnization *ad technology. 13 befote Civil ar,

.24,
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the American army had sent observers to Europe, notably a three-officer

commission to study the forces engaged in the Crimean War; but this com-

mission, like many of its predecessors, was ultimately concerned with

the technical and material alterations applicable to the American army.

Discussions of proper marching equipment for infantry, proper saddles

for horses, and efficient field engineering techniques form the bulk of
:' 14

these reports. Little attention was given to military management or

planning by American military observers prior to 1870.

The rapid Prussian victory over France in 1870/71 changed the

emphasis for American observations from technical matters to organization,

planning systems, and control ztructures of foreign armies. This altered

emphasis can be seen In the report of one ot the American observers to

the Franco-Prussiaa War, Colonel (Brevet Major General) William Uazen.

Upon his return in 1872, Hazen wrote a book about his experiences of

qlahteen months in Fra-ce and Germaiy, Hazen urged the United States

Army to adopt Lhe Pruseian milicary syuam., particularly its general

stanf and military officer education orgaizciona. Hazen wrote that

the Americ4n staff saytim, as it xist-'d in 1872S. would "dij the grave

of the who le service" it reorwm asee un th6 Prussian Gosser General-

stab were not betmu faa Uen's book, urgft.|g the imitation and adaptation

of Lhit Prussian yrueral wtaff and officer pogtgraduate Oducatiot, set

the tune tot obs rvatioas of European military systems for the ndxt

forty yearVo

After the ruPsian victory ovt France, the eiviWuiu wotL4 alpo

boean to ob,errve and ditcuss the Prussian aty.6 1 tweea 1870 aand 150,

en4!ouraged oy the rapid developeaut of German militaty. dC**4&it, And

industrial poawr, and by the Cerman attempts to secute "a place In Cho

"I.
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sun," many American and European civilians actively discussed the role

of the military in Germany and the forms of German military institutions.

Some of these observers were American graduate students in Europe, the

majority of whom returned to the United States and taught in American

colleges and universities. Other observers were American diplomatic

and counselor officiais in Europe who occasionally reported on mijitary

developments. 18 The American military also had access to several reports

K published by foreign governments on the German (Prussian) military system,

including a British government report on the military schools of

'Europe. 
19

But the most influential of these civilian 3ources was the observa-

tion of the Prussian army published by Spencer Wilkinson, an English

"barrister born in 1658, who, by 1900, was one of the bust-known advocates

of military reform in the United Kingdom. He wrote aeveral books pro-

posing reform of the British military and naval organiztions; his

influence on the American army came through his book on the Pruesian

general staff, Tbe Bran of an ArM, publiahed in 190. Wilkinson drew

information from published Prussian material and from personal observa-

tion of the Prtusiall system at work,20 1w elder Moltke praised his

aucuracy and hio wrote Wilkinson that his book was a faithful description

of the "orgatiiaticti spirit, and working ot our general staff." 2

lTeaa eivilian sources of Informtion, including Wilkinsn's book,

vere not as Important as the obt atio of -the Eurowan armies conducted

by A•mitican army ofticera. Btween 1810 and 1897, all tour Awicdan

colmondiag geverals were sent on tcokrs of obsrvatloii to Europe, 2

TLeir reactions to European arniea varied, the Prussian Catral staff

improssed General Villias T. Sherwm (comndW4t geeral from hatch 8,

-I
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1869 to November 1, i883), but his perception of the rampant militarism
23

of the Prussian culture worried Sherman. General Philip H. Sheridan

(commanding general from November 1, 1883 to August 5, 1888) thought the

Europeans knew as much about war as he did, but nothing more.24 A one-

year tour of Europe did not particularly impress Lieutenant General

John M. Schofield (commanding general from august 5, 1888 to September 29,

251895). Lieutenant General Nelson A. Miles (commanding general from

October 5, 1895 to August 8, 1903) was thankful that the Atlantic Ocean

saved America from the need to maintain a large army like those main-

*tained by European nations. 2 6

Not until 1888, when Congress authorized the assignment of military

attaches to foreign nations, were junior officers systematically sent

to Europe. From 1889 until the outbreak of the Spanish American War in

1898, the American army stationed military attachds in all the major

:European capitals. These attaches were occupied with "the routine of

collecting information and material; making inspection visits and calls;

talking to the right people at the right parties; translating, land]

writing reports." 2 7 The majority of attache reports dealt with the

details of military technology, weaponry, communication systems, and

logistical matters.28 The attachis frequently sent packets of books and

materials to the War Department library and to interested American

officers. From 1890 to 1898, there were several massive shipments of

books from the attachS in Berlin to the American officer postgraduate

school at Fort Leavenworth; many of these books were used ae textbooks

at the schools. 2 9 The bulk of the attachest work, naturally, was in-

volved more with the minor details of military life than with proposals

for large--scale army reform.
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Two attaches who did propose such reforms were Captain Theodore

Bingham, military attachi in Berlin from 1890 to 1892, and Lieutenant

Colonel (later Brigadier General) William Ludlow, military attach! in

London from 1893 to 1896.30 Bingham published an article in the Journal

of the Military Service Institute of the United States which called for

a reform of officer postgraduate education and for the creation of a

system of military intelligence collection and analysis. 3 1 Ludlow

published an article on the "Military Systems of Europe and America"

in which he advocated a reform of the American army based on the Prussian

military, a military he called the "war school of Europe."'32

Other officers were occasionally sent to Europe. Noteworthy are

the trips of Colonel (Brevet Major General) Emory Upton, Lieutenant

(later General) Tasker H. Bliss, and Lieutenant Colonel (later Brigadier

General) Theodore Schwan, Upton, born in Batavia, New York, in 1849,

graduated from West Point in 1861 and rose to command a division by

1865. After the Civil War, he was assigned as comnandant of cadets at

the Military Academy and he wrote the army's infantry tactics text. In

1876, he was ordered on a world tout to observe, and report on, the armies

of Asia and Europe. His primary task of learning the techniques of fron-

tier warfare employed by the British and Russian forces in Asia was for-

gotten when Upton reached Berlin. 3  After observing the Prussian army,

he decided to write his report on all the armies he had seen, but to

stress the Prussian system in his recommendations. 3 4 Upton's report

was published (without government funding) as Armies of Asia and E2ope

in 1873. He then began a book on American military policy. Unable to

continue work due to a developing brain tumor, and suffering•envere

depression. Upton committed suicide in March 1881. Upton's finished
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books, and his partially completed manuscript, made him, according to

Maurice Matloff, "the most influential of the younger officers who worked

to reform the army." 35

Tasker H. Bliss was ordered to Europe ten years after Upton's trip.

Bliss, born in Pennsylvania in 1853, had graduated from West Point in

1875, and had made a reputation as a scholarly and well-read young offi-

cer. He was assigned as an instructor at the Military Academy and at

the Artillery School at Fort Monroe, Virginia, from 1876 to 1885. In

1885, Bliss was assigned as the instructor in military art at the re-

cently organized Naval War College; Commodore Stephen B. Luce, U.S.N.,

founder and commander of the Naval War College, then ordered Bliss to

Eu-ope to observe and report on the European systems of officer education,

36especially the systems used in Prussia. Bliss visited the Prussian

Kriegsakadr'mie in March 1886, and he gave a full report of his observa-

tfcns to Luce and Captain Alfred Thayer Mahan, assistant commandant at

the Naval War College, cn his return. 3 7 lie also used his observations

as material for lectures he gave at the college, 38

Theodore Schwan, a German-born American army officer, veteran of

the American Civil War (he was pvomoted to lieutenant from the ranks in

1863, and awarded a brevet to capitain for gallantry at Cold Harbor in

1864), was ordered to Germany in 1893.39 lie was assigned at the time

to the Military Information Division of the Adjutant General's Office;

his mission in Germany was to prepare a report of the organization of

the Germn army for publication by the War Department. lhile in Germany,

he consulted the records of the Prussian general staff and staff college,

-: aerved thu Ins tu.o, and tratning of staff officers at the KriegS-

..ad•mte and at tho "Red Deot, and talked with Prussian officers, Upon
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his return to Washington, Schwan wrote a perceptive report on the Prussian

and other German army organizations published 11 1894 by the Military

Information Division. 40

The reform proposals of Empory Upton began a movement toward reform

41among junior army officers. His first book, Armies of Asia and Europe,

was well received by the American officer corps; his second, unfinished

book, while not published until 1904, was circulated in manuscript form

among the senior, and many of the junior, officers. Upton's arguments

in Military Policy were also summarized by Peter Michie in his biography

of Upton published in 1885. Either through reading Upton's books, or

by reading of them in Nichie's biography, the American professional

officer corps became familiar with Upton's proposals for reform based

r | on the Prussian military system. These reform proposals included the

development of a school for staff officers, the initiation of rotation

of staff-line-staff assignments for staff officers, and the creation of

a general staff for war planning. 4 3

Upton in his books also advocated a large standing army for the

United States, and restrictions on civilian control of the military.

These proposals were not adopted, either during Upton's life or afterward.

Congress refused to dispense with the traditional American reliance on

a citizaen-soldiary, and was also reluctant to agree to a proposal which

ignored American tradition and seemed to embrace wholeheartedly the

German system of militarism. Fears of 'Germanization" or "Prusslanization"

were raised by Upton's proposals and whenever ideas of a sivilar nature

were raised in Congresa. The reluctance to abandon traditional Americau

methods, and the fears of "Geranization," combined with the Germa-

American rivalry fromi the 1880j on (first over Samoa and later ovoer

ii!!.,
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other "imperial" issues, such as the 1902 crisis over Venezuelan debts),

made Upton's proposals fora large, military-controlled regular army
45

impossible in the United States.

Upton's proposals for reform of the staff and education system of

the American army, based on the Prussian model, were more effective.

General Sherman knew Upton personnally; his decision to start a post-

graduate school for officers at Fort Leavenworth in 1881 was due, in part,

to the posthumous influence of Upton. Upton's books also stimulated

younger officers who were already aware of the problems of the American

army; these officers found a forum for their proposals in the military

journals which began to be published in the 1880s. Noteworthy among

these journals is the Journal of the Military Service Institute of the

United States. It began publication in 1880, with some of its editorial

work done by the faculty at West Point, and for the next four decades,

it published reform proposals for the American army. The Journal con-

ducted an annual prize essay competition; the essay topics ranged from

the organization of coast defences to "Our Indian Question." In 1883,

1888, 1892, and 1896, the topics were concerned with the proper organi-

46zation of the American military system. The authors of the prize-

winning essays for these years, and many other contributors as well,

proposed reforms of the American army based ai European organizations. 4 7

Germany (Prussia) was usually the focus of attention; Samuel P. Hunting-

ton balievet; "the German lessons were frequently misinterpreted and

misepplied, but the desire co imitate German institutions was an impor-

,48
tant force in furthering Amevican military profesaionalimd."

Thece proposals published by various journals in the years from

1880 to 1898, like Upton's proposals for everything but a postgraduate
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officers' school, did not result in many effective reforms. The army

experienced minor, and ineffective, reforms in the creation of the

Leavenworth schools and in the establishment of a military information

section in the War Department: The only reform which made a noticeable

change in the American military structure, and function, was the creation

of the Naval War College.

The Naval War College had been proposed by Commodore (later Rear

Admiral) Stephen B. Luce since the early 1870s; it came into existence

after he spent ten years in a near-constant struggle with the leadership
49

of the Department of the Navy for the creation of a college. On May 30,

1884, Luce became president of a board of officers appointed to determine

the course of instruction at the soon-to-be-established Naval War College.

The college was a very small institution in the years before 1898; its

first class in the fall of 1886 consisted of eight student officers as-

signed to the course for only one month. Until 1898, the class size

averaged twenty officers who attended school for only two or three

months. 50 The Naval War College was designed to prepare officers for

duty as high-level staff officers and commanders in time of war. The

course achieved this through intensive teaching using Moltke's applied

method; much of the course t:Lme was occupied with the creation of

practice war plans, so that by the mid-1890s the War College was the

navy's war planning agency. 5 1

Luce gained his first ideas of a college to train officers in

wartime duties from his observations of European navies and their systems

oi officer education. He agreed with Admiral David Porter, a navy officer

of extensive iufluence in Wauhington, who believed in the mid-1870s "the

much neglected American navy should look to the Geran Reich for an

I/'I
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example of an efficient and successfully striving force.'' 5 2

Luce was also influenced by his contemporary American army officers;

he met Emory Upton while both men were stationed in Virginia in 1877.

At that time, Upton was adjutant at the United States Army Artillery

School at Fort Monroe. When Luce wrote to the secretary of the navy in

August 1877, he recommended that a naval war college be established using

the program of instruction at Fort Monroe as the college's basic course

plan.53 Upton encouraged Luce in his efforts to create a war college,

and he also exchanged ideas with Luce on the role of officer education

in the Prussian military.54 Luce knew of the course of instruction

started in 1881 by General Sherman at Fort Leavenworth. Luce felt that

the courses at Monroe and Leavenworth were a "goad to the navy to produce

something similar." 5 5

( After the creation of the Naval War College in 1884, Luce was

further influenced by another army officer, Tasker Bliss. In 1885, Luce

requested that one officer be assigned from the War Department to teach

1056
military art at the war college; the officer assigned was Tasker Bliss

(whose trip to Europe in 1885 was at Luce's request), The curriculum

at the Naval War College was designed, in part, by Bliss to duplicate,

as much as possible, the course taught at the staff college in Berlin.5

Blissts influence on Luce, and on the Naval War College, was the last

of several influences on the college based on an imitation of the Prus-

sian system. By 1890, the Naval War College, based on Luce's interpreta-

tion of these influences, was the only American organization capable of

effectively planning the war against Spain which would come in 1898.

American army reforms from 1865 to 1898 were not as effective as

the creation of the Naval War College. Tthe only successes, and they

I,
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were only partial successes, were the development of officer education

and the organization of a small office of military intelligence in the

58
War Department. Since 1868, schools had existed for the technical

instruction of army officers. These schools, including the school for

artillery officers at Fort Monroe, were successful in increasing the
59

technical competence of the officer corps. General Sherman, while he

was commanding general (1869-1883), became acquainted with Upton's views

on officer education.60 Sherman ordered the technical schools expanded

to include a school for infantry and cavalry officers; the School of

Application for Infantry and Cavalry was established at Fort Leavenworth,

Kansas, in May 1881.61

The Leavenworth school, like the Naval War College, had serious

problems in the years before the Spanish-American War. The first curri-[ culum at Leavenworth attempted to teach the theory of warfare; it was

rapidly discovered that the quality of the average student officer's

education was inadequate for a theoretical approach. For the first

five years, many classes were taught on basic reading and writing skills,

arithmetic, and standard military skills. 6 2  In 1886, Lieutenant (later

Brigadier General) Arthur L. Wagner was assigned to the school as an

instructor in the Department of Military Art. Wagner, a 1875 graduate

of West Point, and a veteran of the Indian Wars, had just returned from

a year-long tour oE Europe. When he arrived at Leavenworth, the school

gained an inmtructar who was very interested in education (he had re-

cently served five years as professor of military scuiece at the Louisiana

State University and at East Florida Stminary) and who was fully famliar

with the Prussian method of officer education. 6 3 Wagner begsn to intti-

tute new procedures at the school, with coocentration on the intenie use

iI
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of war games, practical problem solving, and the applied method.64 In

1893, Wagner was named head of the Department of Military Art, a post

65he held until 1897. As head of this department, he pressed for more

practical instruction, and he began to transform the Leavenworth school

into an approximation of the Prussian Kriegsakademie. 6 6

Wagner's efforts, assisted by a steady increase in the quality of

the students at Leavenworth, and by the existence of a two-year course

of instruction at the school (unlike the Naval War Collegels two or three

months), made the School of Application the most profound reform of the

American army from 1865 to 1899.67 (The course at Leavenworth is dis-

cussed more fully in chapter 5.) The greatest single problem for the

Leavenworth school was that relatively well-trained officers were being

produced, but there was no staff in which they could work. Only after

the creation of a general staff in 1903 would the Leavenworth school

begin to make a significant impact on the American army as a whole.68

The only important alteration in the disastrous organization of

the American War Department from 1865 to 1898 was the creation of the

Military Information Division of the Adjutant General's Office in late

1865,69 ITis division (MID) %as formed, according to Marc Powe, a recent

historian of Awrican military intelligence, "in conscious icditation"

of European military intelligence sections, notably that part of the

Prussian Greaser Generalstab concerned with the colltctiwt and analysis

of inforwtion, 70  The NID collected military intoaligence and had

control over the military attachd network, but the division remained

weak (usually minned by one officer and four or five civilian clerks)

and of little influence entil it was reorganized in 1892.71 This re-

organitLnon gave the MID wre personael (total of six officeri and soew
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dozen civilian clerks), and more influence in the army. It was now

responsible for all collection, classificaLion, and dissemination of all

military intelligence; it retained full control of the attaches; it was

given the task of preparing and maintaining a library and the War Depart-

ment museum. The KID was also given the task of preparing mobilization

plans for all state militia units in time of war.72 This planning mis-

sion was never fully carried out due to lack of funds and personnel. In

1897, Arthur L. Wagner was appointed chief of the MID; he, and tk:e

division, were given the mission of collecting data and publishing

reports on the military situation in Cuba, and on the strength -of the

Spanish army and navy. On the eve of the Spanish-American War, the MID

was the only part of the War Department reorganized since the ead of the

Civil War. 73

The foundation for the reorganization to come after the Spanish-

American War was formed in the 1880s and 1890s. The disappearance of

the taxing Indian Wars, the increasing complexity of military technology,

and the rapid industrialization of America, cauied the formation of a new

type of professional officer--an officer more concerned with the future

that% with tradition, an officer eager and willing to learn from foreign

74models. T1is type of officer, whom we have seen in Upton, Wagner,

dliss, Schwan, and others, was slowly bringing enlightened management

and planning to the Awrican army. R. Ernest Dupuy was not entirely

correct when he statedt

Except for a handful of far-thinking officers such an Emory Upton
and Arthur L. Wagner, and others of the "intelligentsia" of the
Nilitary Service Institution, the results of the Franco-Pruuuian
W1ar of 1870171 and the growing military shadow of the Cermam Eire
went unnoticed. The sea us stLll wide.7 5
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The sea was still wide, but there were more officers aware of the army's

problems, and more officers aware of the Prussian model, than Dupuy

would have us believe.

I
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CHAPTER 4

THE CREATION OF THE AMERICAN GENERAL STAFF,

1898-1903

The American army began to prepare for a war against Spain in 1897.

The Military Information Division, headed by Arthur Wagner, prepared

reports on the size and disposition of Spanish forces in the Western

Hemisphere and on the geographic features of Cuba and Puerto Rico. At

the same time, the Naval War College developed plans for a naval war

against Spain. In March 1898, Navy Secretary John D. Long and Secretary

of War Russell A. Alger formed a two-officer Joint Army-Navy Board to

prepare plans for the now imminent war with Spain. This board endorsed

the war plan of the Naval War College, a plan which called for a naval

war against Spanish forces in the Caribbean, supplemented by small-scale

army landings to support naval operatiops. The war was to be a navy
1

affair. O(h April 20, 1898, President McKinley endorsed this plan.

The American army's rolu in the Spanish-American War did not

develop afcording to this plan. After Congress declared war on Spain

on April 25, 1898, pressure Prom state political leaders (coupled with

a natioual desire for a quick and aggressive victory) mandated a change

in the earefu.ly form~1ated Joint Board plan. In, late A4pril Secretary

of War Alger proposed a massive land campaign in Cuba as the best wy

to and the war quickly, 2  Te War Departm-nt changed its mobilization

orders from a force of 50,000 Regulars and N4ational Volunteers to an

SI
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army of over 100,000-the difference to be drawn from state militia units. 3

The strategy adopted by May 1898 called for a large land campaign in Cuba

and Puerto Rico, despite the acknowledged lack of supplies and arms for

such large amphibious operations.

By midsummer, the problems of the War Department became obvious

to all concerned. When engaged in combat, the army fought competently;

the greatest problems arose in the area of logistics, transportations,
4

and medical support. Theodore Roosevelt, then a volunteer lieutenant

colonel in the "Rough Riders," wrote that "the delays and stupidity of

the Ordnance Department surpasses belief. The quartermaster general is

better but bad. There is no head, no management whatever in the War

Department. Against a good nation we should be helpless."' Massive

problems in the provision of supplies, the organization of the troop

camps, and in the basic sanitation needs of the soldiers, combined with

poorly trained state troops and an inefficient staff organization,

6prompted a great public outcry against the War Department. President

McKinley appointed the Dodge Commission, chaired by Grenville H. Dodge,

to investigate these problems. Its conclusions, issued in eight large

volumes in February 1899, Qleared Secretary of War Alger from any blame

for the errors committed by the War Depaartment. Instead, the Dodge

Report cited the War Department bureau system, clogged with red tape and

old officers, as the .ajor source of the problems. The report also blamed

Congress for exerting excessive control over the internal management of

the War Department both before and during the war. The report concluded

by making several recommendations concerning the improvement of War

Department control over logistical and supply functions in the field;

it mde no recowmendations for overall reform of the department.7

I,
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Public criticism and proposals for reform of the War Department

continued after the publication of the Dodge Commission Report. Adjutant

General Henry C. Corbin, in his official report published in late 1899,

urged the adoption of a general staff corps for the army in order to

remedy the faults of 1898.8 The Journal of the Military Service Insti-

tute continued to publish articles on the reform of the army, and on the

need for cooperation between the army and the navy.9 Congress also

pressed through 1899 for an increase in army efficiency but with little

positive direction from Secretary of War Alger. In December 1898 alone,

there were three bills pending before the House Committee on Military

Affairs, as well as a host of minor bills and proposed amendments.

Representative John A. Hull, chairman of this committee, pushed his own

bill through, a compromise version of which was signed into law by

McKinley on March 2, 1899. This bill, which enlarged the regular army

from 25,000 men to 100,000 and ,,,.zreased the efficiency of troop unit

organizations, did nothing to remedy the problems of War Department

management;10 it was, according to William Ganoe, "only a makeshift.""1

President McKinley, confronted with Alger's failure before Con-

grass, and his perpetual struggle for power with Commanding General

Nelson A. Miles, forced Alger to resign in July 1899.12 McKinley, on

the recommendation of Cornelius Bliss, secretary of agriculture, appointed

Elihu Root as secretary of war. Root was a very famous and experienced

corporate lawyer from New York; born in 1845, the son of a college pro-

fessor, he had been in Berlin the day the Pranco-Prussian War began.

ills career as a lawyer in New York City was distinguished and profitable;

vany major New York businesses were among his clients. When asked to

be secretary of war. Root was told that the president wanted a lawyer

- ;i
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to administer the newly acquired Spanish possessions (the army was

responsible for Cuba, Puerto Rico and the Philippines).13 During the

next five years, Root became the driving force behind reform for the

War Department staff system, in addition to being the chief administrator

of the new lands.

Root came into office knowing very little about the army.14 His

first days in office were absorbed with the problems of the Philippines,

Cuba, and Puerto Rico. While dealing with these problems, which he

believed could be dealt with by the use of what he thought were "the

moving powers of the world today . . . effectiveness and harmonious

organization," Root also managed to learn enough about the army to be

able, within six months, to publish a comprehensive plan for reform. 15

This plan included the creation of an army war planning group, the

abolition of permanent staff assignments, and the inauguration of officer

attendance at service schools in preparation for staff duty. 16

Root gained this knowledge about the army from several sources,

including letters from concerned civilians and military officers, from

reading United States Army Military Information Division publications

on foreign armies, and from consultations with subordinates in the War

Department. Root began by reading the Dodge Commission Report and

various army regulations and congressional propoeals. 17 He also received

letters from interested civil leaders voltinteering information of reform

proposals; amng these people was William C. Church, the influential

editor of the A~ry, and Navyjournal_.18 Root's most influential informa-

tion was drawn from two reports published by the Military Information

Division. The older of these was Tht ,dore Schwan's Report on the

.• III.
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Organization of the German Army The more recent publication was The

Staffs of Various Armies, published in January 1899.19

Schwan's Report was considered to be the last word on the organi-

zation of the Prussian general staff, and Root referred to it in his

1902 Annual Report as being the source for his definition of the role
20

of a general staff in a modern army. Schwan himself was in Washington

in the early days of Root's first year in office; according to Adjutant

General Corbin, Schwan's role in "lending a helping hand in the Adjutant

General's Office in evolving a suitable staff system and system of

military education for the army" was irreplaceable.21 In 1901, Schwan

wrote Corbin that Root "had profited alike by our own and foreign, es-

pecially German, experience" in developing a staff system.22 A large

part of this was due to Schwan's Report and to Schwan's assistance int the War Department in 1899.23

The Staffsof Various Armies also influenced Root. The introduction

to this work is a translation of Paul Broneart von Sch-llendorf's "classic

work on the general staff," The Duties of the General Staff. 2 4 The first

sentence of Staffs' introduction is the clear declaration that "the

general staff forms an essential part of modern army organization." 2 5

The book goes on to explain that the function of a general staff in

peace is to provide for war, that officers for the staff are aspecially

selected and trained, and that appointment to the staff is temporary,

26not permanent. The translation concludes:

The great general staff (Grosser Generalstab), a body of general
staff officers who are not attached to an aray corps, is intrusted,
under the twaediate supervision of the chief of staff, with drawing
up and preparing schemes for the strategical concentration of the
army . . with collecting and estimating military information, with
the study of the theaters of uar, with the preparation of military

Ill
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maps. It is also employed in promoting military science, especially
military history, and in the supervision of the training of young
off icers. 2 7

Substantiation for this book's influence on Root is evident in

Root's Annual Report of the Secretary of War for 1899, in which Root

outlined his basic plan for reform of the central administration of the

army. In this report, he stated that his fundamental consideration was

"that the real object of having an army is to provide for war." 2 8 Root

then proposed reforms of the administration of the army which included

the creation of a "systematic study" group for the preparation of war

plans, the "preparation of the materials of war" in times of peace, the

"selection according to merit" of officers for staff assignments, and

the initiation of a program of officer attendance at schools to study

"the science of war, including the duties of the staff."'2 9 Root also

Sproposed the creation of an Army War College (AWC) which would collect

information, prepare war plans, study the problems of war, advise the

comander-in-chief of faults in the army, and manage officer education.30

Root wanted the war college to function as a general staff (based on the

Prussian Grosser Generalstab) rather than as a staff college (based on

the Prussian Kriegsakademie). 31

iThe itplementation of this 1899 plan would take two and a half

years. Part of this implementation process was continual consultations

with military off ficrs interested in the Root proposals. Henry C. Corbin

was the adjutant general of the army while Root was secretary of var;

according to Root's biographer, Root "liked Corbin and relied on him,"

but Corbin's itf!-tence on Roots ref orns of army adainistr#tion appears

to have been limited. 3 1• Re was a ton of "absolute personal honesty and

devotion to the army," wUL between 1899, mhen Corbin called for the

,-_V
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institution of a general staff in his official annual report, and 1902,

no record exists of any discussion between Root and Corbin on the topic

of a general staff. 33 Corbin's only recorded contribution to Root's

refortas after Root came into office was a message Corbin sent in the

fall of 1902. Corbin, accompanied by Major General Leonard Wood and

Samuel B. M. Young, attended the German maneuvers in September 1902 at

the invitation of Kaiser Wilhelm II. Corbin sent a report to Root in

which he discussed the "splendid general staff" of the Prussian army.

By this time, Corbin's q:ontribution was minimal, since the Root general

staff program had been before Congress for eight months. 3 4

A more influential individual in the War Department was Colonel

(later Major General) William H. Carter. Carter had served with Emory

Upton in the 1870s, won a Congressional Medal of Honor against the

Apaches, and had been in the Battle of Wourndod Knee; from 1097 to 1904

he served in the Adjutant General's Office, becoming one of Root's

closest advisors and his congressional liaison officer from early 1900

to 1904.3 Carter was deeply involved in Root's reform proposals;

Carter personally drafted the 1902 general staff bill, and he introduced

the works of Upton to Root in 1899.36 Carter also had a significant

role in the deliberations of the Ludlow Board, a board of officers ap-

pointed by Root to investigate the feasibility of Root's AUC proposals.3

Carter's actual influence was stronger in Root's plan# for officer aduca-

tion thmn in his reform of the staff system; as me shall see, Carter's

ideas on the staff were often ignored in favor o! other ideas.

Upton's influence on Root vas limited. Uptou's proposals for a

detailed reorganization of troop units of the arwy uas accepted by 0oot,

but only a iew details of Upton's staff proposal* weoe found to bo usaiml.

.'-
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Upton's ideas on the alteration of staff and,.ine assignments, and his

ideas concerning the qualification of staff officers in service schools

were accepted and incorporated into the Root plan. But Upton's more

far-reaching proposals were not accepted. By 1900, most of Upton's work

had been superseded by other officers' works, and by late 1900, by the

work of the Ludlow Board appointed by Root to investigate Root's plans

for the AWC. 3 9 On February 19, 1900, the board was ordered to meet for

"the purpose of considering regulations with a view to the establishment

of a War College for the army." The board consisted of Brigadier General

William Ludlow as president, Colonel Henry C. Hasbrouck, and Carter as

board secretary.40 Lieutenant Colonel Joseph P. Sanger, consideý-ed by

Ludlow to be the officer in the army best acquainted with foreign armi.c,
41

was detailed to the board in early July 1900.

The Ludlow Board began meetinz in late February and met irregularly

through October 1900. Its members were assigned different tasks involving

the establishment of the AWC; meetings of the board were held to discuss

the findings of individual members and to agree on board recomendations.

Ludlow and Sanger were sent to Europe in July to investigate European

forms of war colleges and gen.oral staffs. They returned In early October.

Sanger spent three months in Great Britain; Ludlov stayed in London for

a short time; he spent weot of his time in Germany "for personal inveati-

gation and report concerning vat college, staff college, and Seneora

staff organization and methods in the Prussian military service," 4 2

Colonel Sanger found the British military system in such disorder that

"little could be done in England reference the oeneral staff and higher

amlitary education . . the general lqoression is that the reclts of

the South African camaign will lead to considerAble aodifictioa of the

I
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British military administration.''43 General Ludlow was more successful.

His trip to Berlin confirmed Schwan's earlier report on the educational

system and general staff of Prussia.44 Ludlow also met Spencer Wilkinson
45

in London, who gave Ludlow a copy of The Brain of an Army.

-When Ludlow and Sanger returned from Europe, the board met to

decide on its final report. The officers realized that the AWC as

proposed by Root (as a body to create war plans, study problems, and

advise the secretary of war and the president) would "constitute a body

charged in some respects with the duties and responsibilities imposed

upon what is known in foreign services as the general staff." 46  The

board agreed that such a proposal would improve the cohesion and effi-

ciency of army administration, and it recommended the immediate creation

of a war college by executive order. The report stipulated that legis-

lative approval of the war college be gained as soon as possible; the

officers specifically urged that legislation for a genaral staff be

created "at the earliest possible time. • 47 u board report included

a memorandum written by Carter in whichl he exprersed his fears than an

AWC vould become a drain on the army education system; he recomended

that the war college be established at Fort Leavenworth, and that a

gunural staff totally separate from the AWC- be formed with congressional

approval. 8 lTe Ludlow Board Report, %iwich departed from Root's con-

ception of tire AWC and staff, was delivered to Root in October 19WO.g

Ludlow alto made a private report on his tour of the Prussian

military system. 11his report was delivered to Root at his how by

Ludlow,; Carter, tha oflcer resuioible aor the drattiaS of refota legis-

laction, did not see this report until June 1902.50 Ludlow had not dis-

cussed his findLugs from •urope with the board, but he did discuss the

S-.- • . ...
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trip with Root.51 Ludlow recommended in his report (which is nearly

two hundred typewritten pages-much of it copied from Schwan's Reprt_)

that the American staff officers be selected from the most successful

students at the service schools, that officers be rotated between staff

and line assignments, that a central general staff of eight officers

(and assorted clerical assistants) be established in Washington, and that

a general staff with troops of fifty-eight officers also be established. 5 2

Ludlow opposed Carter's recommendation that the AWC be separated from

the general staff; Ludlow encouraged Root to put the AWC "in charge of

the general staff and in peace constitute an important portion of its

duties and labors." 53 Ludlow then made eleven specific recommendat-,ons

on the functions and organization of the AWC, all of which were incorpor-

ated into Root's final plan for the college.

1: 1 The official Ludlow Board Report, and Carter's mmorandum which

accompanied it, had little influwace on Root. Rather the private report

of General Ludlow, which apparently only Root had access to until 1902,

was the key influence on Root's ideas on the AWC and the gcneral staff.

As we shall sou later, all of L41oul'.s private recomndaetion were put

into effect by 1903. Ludlo'4 rci'or% was baaed entirely on his ue•pri-

ences in, Prussiav his readiog of the ScNlan report, and his knowledge

of The braio of •o_ Artiy. It is i"assible to determane which, if any,

of thei v4ukicex was the detertini.g iluence on Ludlow. what ios ispor-

t~an Is thAt they výlre Al based un the Prussian Seneral staff vyetet.

Nearly a yaar patsed before atwt rAde any further proegre on the

.W- C. Ftoa the fill of 1900 wtutti the fall of 1901, the arWls problew

.in the ftilipplnes and elswvhere o•cupied bihe; he was not able to co•en--

trate oo 04 war uollege probleg4 agAin until late 1901Ž. Tbat October,
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Carter wrote another m-morandum for Root in which he again pressed for

"a separation of the war college from a general staff. In November 1901,

a general order was promulgated which established the Army War College

as part of the officer postgraduate education system, but the war college

was not specifically separated from the army staff system-in fact the

AWC would function as the American general staff until August 1903.55

In July 1902, another board of officers., this time named the Army War

College Board, was appointed by Root. This board was headed by Major

General Samuel B. M. Young, Tasker Bliss was the board's secretary, and

Carter was the junior member. 5 7 The liar College Board met regularly for

thirteen months; it was primarily concerned with the establishment of

the actual war college, with the formation of a general staff, and with
58

the formulation of a basic war mobilivLtion plan. The work of the

AWC Board ended in August 1903 whon tho first true American general staff

went into operatton,59

Carter's constant urgings, the reports of General Ludlow and the

Ludlow Board, and the example of the Prussian general staff (seen by

Root in Schwan's Report and 1T11 Brain o" the Arm.) persuaded Root of the

need for a goneral staff by the springt of 11*2. Root realized tOp.t the

Army Uar Collega alotte could not administer the atmy; he decided to ask

Cotngraes for legislation in support of a general staff. 60 Rot, with

CArter's assistance, cowosed a bill for Congress in eAtly 1902; the bill

went before tha teaittee on February 14, 1902. This bill proposd the

coabinatioo of seaverl War Departmnt bureau* into ane central awply

depart*ot, the abolition of the lnspector 0enerali. Office, and the

eieatoi of a general staff to coordinate and coutrol t11 VAr epam•.tat-
ad~gistrtioa61

administration. Carter assisted Root in hls-4041144 Vith e OA U at.
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and House Committees on Military Aftairs through February and March. He

acted as liaison officer, providing information on the b'3i to congress-

men and answering the-.r questions. 6 2  The bPl, despite opposition from

several War Department bureau chiefs, was about to progress out of com-

mittee when the commanding general of the army, Nelson A. Miles, testified
63

before the Senate Committee in March 1902.

Miles and Root had not cooperated in the administration of the

War Department since the first days of Root's tenure. One of Miles's

first acts after Root became secretary of war had been to reveal to the

press some confidential information Root had given him. Root never
"'• again.64

"trusted him again. President Theodore Roosevelt also did not trust

Miles; he once wrote Root that "in view of these facts, I think General

Miles ought only to be 'oyed when we are certain that whatever talentst he may possess will be used under conditions which make his own interests

and the interests of the country identical.",6 5 Apparently, the only

reason Miles was not relieved from his post as commanding general. was

that he was due to be retired for age in 1903 and his relief by Roosevelt

or Root would have raised too many objections in Congress, where Miles

was very popular.
66

When Miles testified before the Senate Committee on Military

Affairs on March 20, 1902, he clearly stated his reservations about the

general staff proposals. His objections to the bill ranged from a belief

that it would impede the efficiency of the War Department, an efficiency

which he Laid was "the envy of all the allied troops (in the China

expedition], especially those of Germany, where they have the imperial

general staff corps," to his assertion that the general staff proposal

was "but an effort to adopt and foster in a republican form of government

'1 ' ____________
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uuch as ours, a system peculiarly adapted to monarchieu having immense

standing armies. It would seem to Germanize and Russianize the small

army of the UIaited States."'67 Miles then quoted from Bronsart von

Schellendorf the duties of a general staff; Miles believed that the War

Department bureaus were as effective as any general staff, that they

periormed all of the duties assigned to a general staff by Bronsart, and

that they did their mission within a system designed to operate in a

republican form of government. 68

The Senate Committee took Miles's testimony to heart. The members

of the committee felt that Miles's belief that the general staff bill

would "Germanize" the American army was an accurate analysis of the bill.

Their fears of "Germanization" were part of the distrust of Germany, and

German institutions, which had been developing in the United States since

the Samoan affair. The image of the militarized German state also raised

the traditional American fear of large standing armies for the members

of the committee. The day after Miles's testimony, the chairman of the

Senate Committee told Carter that the general staff bill would not leave
69

the committee that season.

Root embarked on a congressional education campaign in support of

the bill in an effort to counter Miles's testimony. He asked retired

Lieutenant General John M. Schofield (commanding general from 1888 to

1895) and Major General Wesley M. Merritt (a Civil War hero) to testify

before the Senate Committee in support of the bill; they appeared before

the senators in April 1902, and they managed to correct much of the damage

done by Miles. Schofield admitted that the bill would "Germanize" the

army when the senators quoted this phrase from Miles's testimony, but

Schofield stated that "we might Germanize a little with advantage." He

ii44
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attempted to remove any idea that the American army would become a

monarchical force like the German army simply because it possessed a

general staff; Schofield admitted that the German general staff was the

model for the general staff proposal, but he refused to believe that the

acceptance of the German ideas would harm the United States Army. General

Merritt also supported the bill. 70  The committee no longer felt concern

over the threats of "Germanization," but the bill still contained objec-

tionable clauses, particularly the clause which would abolish the

Inspector General's Office and consolidate the supply bureaus of the

army; the committee refused to pass the bill without modifications.71

Root and Carter redrafted the bill over the summer of 1902. The

new draft was much shorter and clearer; it did not call for the abolition

of the Inspector General's Office nor did it consolidate all supply

bureaus. Root, moreover, moved Miles out of Washington by sending him

on an inspection trip to the Philippines and China. The new bill was

placed before Congress in December 1902 and President Roosevelt publicly

en4l::sed the proposals. With Miles in Asia, with the active support of

the president, with the assistence of Schofield's testimony, and with

the careful attention of Root and Carter to congressional objections to

minor points of the new bill, the general staff law was passed by Congress

and signed into law by Roosevelt on February 14, 1903. The bill passed

Congress remarkably unchanged from its form in December; minor modifi-

cations were made to the wording of the act (most of the debate over the

bill was over the precise language of the proposal) and General Fred C.

4 Ainsworth managed to remove the abolition of his Bureau of Records and

Pensions from the bill. To placate Miles, the general. staff would not

legally begin operations until August 15, 1903, seven days after Miles's

mandatory retirement for age.74

. .......... .. ,,.. , ..
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Table 5

The United States General Staff 7 5

(Bill of February 1903)

PresidentF
Secretary of War

Chief of Staff

_ _ ! _ _

Ist Division 2d Division 3d Division

1st Section: The MID 1st Section:
Training and AWC: studies and
Mobilizatiorn plans

2d Section: 2d Section:
Administration Military Education
and Discipline 3d Section;

3d Section: Fortifications
Transportation, and Army-Navy
Posts, and exercises
Communications

The American army finally had a general staff. The general staff

created by the February 1903 bill consisted of a chief of staff, two

other general officers, and forty-two junior officers. These men were

responsible to the secretary of war, through the chief of staff, for the

preparation of war plans, for the investigation of all questions on the

efficiency of the army, for assisting the secretary of war as he desired,

and "to perform such other duties not otherwise assigned by law as may

be from time to time prescribed by the President. The bill moved the

Military Information Division from the. Adjutant General's Office to the
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general staff (where it became the entire 2d Division of the staff).

The act also placed the chief of staff, but not the staff itself, in

supervision of all the bureaus of the War Department; the chief of staff

took control of those sections of the War Department formerly under the

control of the commanding general, a post eliminated by the February

1903 general staff act. 77

The American general staff created in 1903 was the result of con-

cern over the inefficient administration of the American army as demon-

strated in the 1898 war with Spain, and the result of the observations

of the Prussian military system conducted by Schwan, Ludlow, and others.

Root's proposal for a general staff was based on his knowledge of the

disastrous mismanagement of the Spanish-American War, on his familiarity

with the reports on the Prussian staff system, and on his belief in

"effectiveness and harmonious organization." Re borrowed extensively

from the Prussian system, primarily from information given to him by

Ludlow in his private report. The American general staff system was,

as General Nelson objected and as General Schofield freely admLtted, an

imitation of the Prussian general staff; the first several years of the

American staff's existence saw a departure from this imitation.

I','
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CHAPTER 5

C THE AMERICAN GENERAL STAFF AND PRUSSIAN INFLUENCE,

1903-1918

The American military reformers whose effort.s culwinated in the

passage of the General Staff Bill in February 1903 acknowledged their

use of the Prussian general staff system as a model for the fnrmation

of their staff system. This chapter discusses the development of the

American general staff from 1903 through 191a and compares it to the

Prussian staff. Die chapter concludes with a description of the drastic

reforms of the Americiin War Dpartment 8,eneral staff in 1918 and with

a des&ription of the development of the American Expeditionary Force

general staff (which was formed irt imitation of the French and British

staff systems).

Two problemu prevonted the American general staff from functioning

effectively until 1918. The first problem was the absence of a signif i-

cant military threat to stimulate developwent of the general staff; the

second was the continued power of the 1Var Department bureau chiefs. a

power due in part to the tnexperiunce of teit American general staff

officers as administrators and supervisors.I Until 1917, there us*

little need to prepare for war, apart from the minor tlxican border

problems, and the War Department bureau chiefs, especially Fred C.

Ainsworth (as we shall see below) refused supervision by the general

I i
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staff officers, most of whom were their juniors in rank and experience. 2

In its first eight years the general staff had only one success: plan-

ning and executing the occupation of Cuba in 1906 by several thousand

troops.3 Otherwise, the American general staff was afloat in a sea of

administrative trivia. When Major General Leonard Wood became chief of

staff in 1910, he found the staff officers more concerned with toilet
S~4

paper issue then with planning for war.

General Wood's appointment as chief of staff did bring a slight

improvement to staff procedures and the first tentative stepti toward

active supervision of the war Department bureaus by the general staff.

These improvements were embodied in the reorganization of the general

staff shown in table 6; this reorganization brought the enti)te force of

army troop units under the direct control of the Mobile Army Division

Table 6

Uttited States Ge,%eral Statf•, 1910-1911; Wood's Reorganization5

Presi

tS ersatary of W4:r

Mo~bile Arr Ar _____a Coiast Ar~ttlqry HlititA AffairsO~l--.l~l •Division Division - Division•._, .

traini:g educat toll cwot deonose all tiiltitt
personned welvers coast artillery tattets
I Uwe units planninal

IiW
tU
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of the stdff. The reorganization clarified the separation of the plan-

ning functions of the War College Division from the training and personnel

teaks of the Mobile Army Division. The struggle for control between the

bureau chiefs and the chief of staff (which was the continuation of the

struggles between the bureau chiefs and the cotmmanding general since

1865) was partially settled in 1911 when Major General Fred C. Ainsworth,

the adjutant general, was retired for insubordination to Wood. The

insubordination occurred when Wood, as chief of staff, attempted to alter

the administration of Ainsworth's bureau; Ainsworth objected, action

typical of most bureau chiefs, but he objected too forcefully for Wood.

Wood demanded his court martial; Ainsworth was instead allowed to

retire.6 This embarrassment of the most powerful ,hureau chief, which

took place in 1911, established Lhe subordination of every other bureau

chief to the chief of staff.7

Despite Wood's reorganization of the general staff and his victory

over Ainsworth, the general staf'f continued to be lhmpered by inexpe-

rienced staff officers and by a lack of interest in the geaeral staff

activities on the part of the ,eneral public, Congress, and Presidents

William tHoward Taft and Woodtoe Wilson. 8  Ironically, this apathy reached

its height during the first three years of Uorld War 1, and during tie

Preparadnes Debate.

(hie result of the congvesasional apathy ot this period. an apathy

which did not allow for any constructtve military developuwnit, was the

pas"age oi the 1916 Natiovol -Wetse Axt. This act, a ceoiroiaus between

the proposals of the Saueral staff and the desires ot the peace advo•Atea

in Contress, severely lImited the actions of tte getual staff. Accordint

to the provisions of the bill, the general staf t as increased to three

S, .... .... ,- .. .".. . .. tI ., "• m 4
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generals and fifty-two junior officers, but only half of these officers

could serve in the War Department general staff at any one time.9 This

effectively cut the strength of the general staff to twenty officers.

The bill, which had initially bee-. proposed in a much different form by

the general staff kwith the support of President Wilson, support wMich

did not survive political pressures from the congressional isolationists),

also stipulated that the general staff could only be involved in purely

military matters; it could not engage in any coordination or supervision

of the administrative functions of the War Department bureaus. Secretary

of War Newton Baker refused to comply with these restrictions; he con-

tinued to hold the chief of staff personally responsible for all War

Department administration. 
10

The civilian control of the American general staff, exercised

through the civilian president and secretary of war, was different than

the monarchical control exercised by the Prussian king. The American

secretary of war was a cabinet-level official, appointed by the president

subject to the approval of the Senate. He could be removed by the presi-

dent, as could the chief of staff. Additionally, the appointment of the

chief of staff ended the day after the inauguration of a new president.

The new president was thus able to name his own secretary of war and

chief of staff. The president and the secretary of war could, and did,

exert extensive control over the daily functioning of the general staff

as well. This involvement was greatest when Wilson was president. For

example, in the fall of 1915, Wilson ordered Secretary of War Henry

Breckinridge to fire all general staff officers if any preparations for

war with Germany were in progress (an order Breckinridge wisely

ignored).
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Wilson's interference with the lawful duties of the general staff

was not the greatest problem faced by the staff before America's entry

into World War I. Rather, congressional control, and interference with,

the staff was even stronger than that of the president and secretary of

war. This power of the American Congress was without a parallel in the

Prussian civil-military system. In 1903, congressional approval had been

required for the creation of the general staff; each year after 1903,

the chief of staff was required to testify before the Military Affairs

Committees of the Senate and the House on the costs, activities, per-

sonnel, and future plans of the general staff, the War Department, and

the army. In 1912, Congress reduced the number of general staff officers

from forty-five to thirty-six, and, as noted above, in 1916, the National

Defense Act passed by Congress (with the endorsement of Wilson) placed

12further restrictions on the general staff. Some congressmen attempted

to reduce or even abolish the general staff on other occasions from 1904

through 1917; these attempts were defeated through extensive lobbying

efforts by the secretaries ot war and by influential general staff
13

officers.

The legislative interest in reducing the size and power of the

general staff resulted from three distinct causes: the influence of

important army officers who were against the general staff concept

(notably Ainsworth); the fears of "Germanization" of the American army

through the use of a general staff; and the general apat:Ly and pacifism

of the Congress during the years before World War I. Ainsworth's involve-

ment, like the involvement of several other ex-bureau chiefs, was only

a minor cause of the congressional interference, although his actions

as an advisor to several powerful congressmen during the debate over

---------------------------
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the 1916 National Defense Act assisted in the creation of the anti-

general staff provisions of that act. The congressional fears of

"Germanization" were also a minor cause of the congressional interest;

most congressmen understood that the American general staff was copied,

in part, from the Prussian system, but they also understood the different

forms of control used in the United States Army. Most congressmen did

not actively fear a "Germanization" or "Prussianization" of the American

army. The most important motivation for the congressional attempts to

limit the power of the general staff was the general pacifism of the

Congress. Congress, aware of the incredible suffering of the European

powers after 1914, did not desire a war if any alternatives were avail-

able; their efforts to limit the American general staff were based on

their fears of an aggressive and large standing army and officer corps.

The concept of America as a pacifistic and peaceful nation, a nation

without the need to provide for war, only changed after the April 6,

1917 declaration of war against Germany. Until then, only a combination

of intensive lobbying efforts by supporters of the general staff and a

generally perceived weakness of the general staff actually in existence

kept the American general staff from destruction between 1903 and 1917.14

The general staff nevertheless managed to survive and came to

occupy a position within army administration similar to that of the

Prussian Grosser Generalstab, Both chiefs of staff were legally em-

powered to coordinate all military activities; before 1914 and 1918

respectively, the Prussian and American chiefs of staff were unable to

do this. 15 The American general staff failed to provide this rapervision

because the bureau chiefs, who were legally subordinate to the chief of

staff after 1903, refused to respect his authority. The retirement of

1-
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Table 7
United States War Department, April 6, 19171

President

Secreta of War

Chief of Staff

Coast Militia Adjutant Inspector Judge- Insular
Artillery Bureau General's General's Advocate Affairs
Bureau Office Office Bureau Bureau

SI t I I I

Quarter- Chief General Surgeon Chief Chief
master of Staff General's of Signal
General's Ordnance Office Engineers Officer
Office

War College Militia Panama
Division Affairs Canal

Division Bnreau

The Army

Answorth in 1911 increased the theoretical power of the chief of staff,

but the general staff vie not organized to supervise and coordinate the

entire army (see table 7). 17 The bureaus, especially the most powerful

Adjutant General's Office, the Inspector General's Office, and the Judge

Advocate General, retained a practical freedom from the supervision of

the general staff due to the weakness of the general staff (never more

tan forty officers in Waeshington from 1903 through 1917) and due to the

organization of the War Department. The bureaus (mannid by an average
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of two hundred officers) were directly subordinate to the chief of staff,

not to the officers of the general staff. General staff officers ordered

to supervise the activities of the bureaus were required to report to

the chief of staff who then ordered the bureau chiefs to comply with the

supervisory requests of the general staff officer. This cumbersome

system, which required the chief of staff's personal involvemeut in every

situation, no matter how trivial, effectively removed the bu:!eaus from

any active supervision and control by the general staff.' 8  lineteen

general staff officers were available in Washington in 1916 to supervise

and coordinate all War Department activities, as well as perform the

planning and educational missions of the staff.19

A minor reform of the clumsy and inefficient bureau system during

this period came with the consolidation of the Quartermaster, Commissary,

and Pay Bureaus in a Quartermaster General's Office in 1912. The bureau

system, despite this minor reform, and the legal authority of the chief

of staff, remained as inefficient in 1916 as it had been in 1897.20

By early 1917, according to two historians of the American general staff,

the staff found itself overly involved in the adminimtrative trivia of

army administration and in problems of attempted coordination of the

War Department bureaus; 2 1 it "confined itself almost exclusively to

formulating general poUelies and left the execution to the troop units

and to the bureaus.""

Both the Prussian and American staffs failed to control and coordi-

nate all military administration. !be American staff did coordinate more

effectively than the Prussian system in several areas. One of these

areas was army-navy cooperation; the American relative effectiveness was

due, in part, to the greater Awerican reliance on a navy as the primary

I,
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means of national defense. American army-navy cooperation included the

formation, in the sumer of 1903, of a Joint Army and Navy Board which

operated effectively for several years (an organization unknown to the

Prussian and German systems). In 1907, a controversy developed over the

location of a naval base in the Philippines; this dispute severely ham-

pered army-navy cooperation until 1910, when the matter was settled, to

no one's satisfaction, by adopting Pearl Harbor as the primary American

naval base in the Pacific Ocean.23 Despite this problem, the Joint

Board managed to plan, and supervise, periodic army-navy maneuvers, the

first held in 1905, and it also established a system for the c'ordination

of the army and navy war planning agencies.24 The American navy's plan-

ning group was the General Board, which from 1903 to 1917 was also the

major American war planning agency since all well-developed war plans

concerned a naval defense of the United States. The plans of the Army

War College and of the general staff for use against Mexico were the only

exceptions to this; the American war plans against Japan (Plan Orange)

and against Germany (Plan Black) were primarily naval operations, The

civil leadership in Washington recognized the primacy of the navy, and

the general staff's influence on American strategy was very slight; the

same cannot, of course, ba said of Germany and the Prussian general ataff

war plans. 
26

Awerican general a'.•,! '/cors enjoyed only a slight itnfluence

an American strategic policy from 1903 to 1917; their influence within

the army itsAlf was also limited. This limited internal Influence was

dute to the smaLL number of officers serving on the staff and to the

inexperience of these officers. Yet these officers, and their compatriots

whao 4iAd attended the arao service schools at Leavenworth and the AI,

f"mm mmel • w •m m m
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became important members of the successful American involvement in the

First World War. This can be explained by the increasing emphasis from

1903 through 1917 on officer postgraduate education (by 1917 nearly

10 percent of all American field-grade officers had graduated from either
27

Leavenworth or the AWC).

These officers, unlike their Prussian counterparts, were not chosen

through a lengthy and well-organized selection process. To quote from

a lecture in staff duties delivered to an officer class at Fort Leaven-

worth in 1904, "we have in our army a mixed system )f selection for the

staff." 2 8 The American selection process was in fact not a process at

all. Selection procedures were used to screen applicants for the Army

School of the Line and Army Staff College, both at Fort Leavenworth, and

for applicants for the Army War College, but entry into the general staff

itself was not based on graduation from any of these schools, or for that

matter, on any established criteria whatsoever. Appointment to the

general staff was decided upon by a board of five general officers, two

of whom were members of the general staff. This board appointed officers

"solely on their professional efficiency, on their probable aptitude,

and fitness for general staff service." 29 Selected officers served with

the general staff, and wore the black braid of an American general staff

officer, for a four-year detail. They were then required by law to

return to their line branch for at least two years. Officers could be

redetailed to the Ptaf f, but there was no set career pattern for American

general staff officers. 30  Unlike the Prussian SLmff officer*, an Amrican

officer detailed to the general staff continued to think of himself as

an infantry, cavalry, or artillery officer and not as a general staff

officer. Ihen reassigned out of the staff, the American officer once

I
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again wore the standard uniform of his branch; the Prussian general staff

officer continued to wear the carmine trouser stripes, even when serving

with line units. 3 1

Theodore Schwan, in a prophetic address delivered before the

officers chosen to become members of the general staff in May 1903,

decry " the lack of an officer selection system. He stated that he had

recommended the adoption of an examination system similar to that used

in Prussia, but that Root had decided against this. Schwan believed that

the adoption of such a system would, despite Root's desires for a large

body of trained officers (which was in response to a need discussed

below), have produced ech better results. 32 Chief of Staff S. B. M.

Young saw the difficulties presented by the American selection system,

but he felt that until the officer postgraduate education system "reached

a maturer development," a board of officers was the only feasible selec-

tion process. 3 3 The American general staff did not have sufficient time

for its educational system to mature before the First World War forced

the creation of a much larger staff system, if time had allowed, the

American general staff would have required graduation from the Staff

-- ,College as a prerequisite for entrance into the general staff corps.

Movement toward this reform was under way when the pressing problems of

etxico and the European war shunted them aside. 34

The American general staff officer, through the officer selection

and educatior system, was prepared for a different function than the

Prussian officer. Unlike the Kriagsakadmuie• which hb'd the niole function

of training officers for semipermanent assignment as senural staff offtC-

oere, American military education prepared officers for many different

assiganwntso Including positions in wartIme wany ranks above their
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35peacetime rank. American officers, especially West Point graduates,

were better educated than their Prussian peers; education at the advanced

schools at Leavenworth and at the Army War College was designed to make

these officers proficient in duties which they would probably perform

only in wartime, after the small American regular army had been expanded

36many fold to meet the war emergency. The American army recognized the

need to provide, as one officer wrote, "the organized mediocrity which

is the basis of all staff corps," but it also recognized that in a large

modern war the American land forces would expand four or five fold. 37

The American army had to train many more officers to be high-echelon

staff officers and commanders than its peacetime officer corps could ever

contain. The Prussian army relied on its regular officers' performing

the same, or similar, functions in war and peace. 3 8

( The schools which provided the necessary education in staff and

command duties for American army officers were naturally unable, in the

fifteen years from 1903 to 1917, to provide sufficient officers to fill

every general staff position in wartime. 39 Despite the shortage of

graduates of these schools, the officers who did manage to attend the

schools before 1917 filled some of the most responsible positions in the

military. Their influence on the army, and its ability to effectively

wage war against Germany in late 1917, was acknowledged by,, among others,

General John J. (Black Jack) Pershing in an address he gave to the Arw

War College in September 1924. He said:

During the World War, the graduates of Leavenworth and the War
College held the moat responsible positions in our arr and in my
opinion, had it not been for these officers trained at these
schools, the tremendous problem of combat, supply, and transpor-
tation could not have been solved. 40

I.
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These schools were also the American army institutions which borrowed

the most from the Prussian army in the years between 1903 and 1917.

The Leavenworth schools, the Army Schcool of the Line and the Army

Staff College, were the American equivalents of the Prussian Kriegs-

akademie; the Army War College was less an educational institution than a

41
college of officers brought together to plan for war. The Leavenworth

schools were the primary staff training facilities of the American army

before the First World War. The Army School of the Line (known as the

Infantry and Cavalry School before 1908) was the basic postgraduate

education for infantry, cavalry, and artillery officers of the American

army*42 Officers were selected to aLttnd the School of the Line by the

regimental commanders of each infantry, cavalry, and artillery regiment

in the Western Hemisphere. Each regiment sent one captain, of not lessI( than five years' service as an officer, to each annual class; every

officer was required to pass a physical exam, but no scholast~ic entrance

examination was used. 4 3

The Army School of the Line course lasted one year, with classes
in military art, military engineering, military law, atxd Spanish. 44 The

students were required to pass each subject with a minimum 75 percent

score on each exam and practical exercise. Retesting was possible on

writtea tests, but only the first performance on practical exercises was

graded. 45 With the exception of the class of 1902/3, the first post-

Spanish-American War class to attend the school, few student officers

failed the course; most students made marks in thi eightieth and nine-

tieth percentiles. The curriculum emphasized military instruction-,

the Department of Hilitary Art held slightly less than half of all

classes, the Department of Military Engineering accounted for 30 percent,
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and Spanish and Law split the remaining 20 percent evenly. 4 7

The teaching method employed, and many of the texts used by the

school, were borrowed from similar methods and texts in use at the

Kriegsakademie.4 8 The knowledge of the Prussian methods, and copies of

the texts, came from several sources, including Arthur L. Wagner, who

toured Germany in the late 1880s and who, while an instructor at Leaven-

worth, helped to create a copy of the Prussian staff college in Kansas. 4 9

Other sources included the American military attaches in Berlin who

corresponded with the faculty at Leavenworth, the works of Captain Farraad

Sayre (an instructor at Leavenworth) on war games and the Prussian method

of instruction, and from other interested army officers.50 As Timothy

Nenninger, the ablest historian of the Leavenworth schools, states;

The Leavenworth ideas came from foreign armies, particularly the

German. ... Foreign influence was pervasive in the establishment,
evolution, organization, and inst:uction of the Leavenworth schools

* its roots, instruction techniques, and to a limited extent,
doctrine, were European.51

Texts were one aspect of the imitation of the Kriegsakademie by

the Leavenworth faculty. A Prussian military text, Griepenkerl's

Letters ott Applied Tactics, served as both the model for the system of

tactical instruction at the School of the Line and Staff College, and

is a standard text in both scthols.52 Another Prussian text, by Verdy

du Vernois, vas used as the basic tex to•o Staff College instruction on

53vat gaum,, A book by vao der Coltz %as the text for all classes io

the conduct of war at both selhols; Bronsart van Schealendortf The

Duties of the cefteaI. Staff use both "hools' text for their classes on

general staff duties.54 Schuaa's Uport on the Cerman army and Wiilki•son's

ITe Bra•n Af Atn AryY vee also used in the cour#ework and lectures at the

Kans schools.
5 5
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The use of war games, map problems, and staff rides, all conscicusly

borrowed from the applied method in use at the Kriegsakademie, was char-

acteristic of the Leavenworth iRstruction. The director of the Military

Art Department wrote:

the method of instruction [in use at Leavenworth] is known a- the
applicatory or applied method, and is the best yet devised i'.c
teaching the art of war in time of peace. It comes from the:
Germans who have evolved it from many years of experience .t

study. Its great value lies in the fact that it makes :lan
master of his own knowledge and skill. In other words, it produces
practical men. 56

Practical exercises, including war games and staff rides, accounted for

well over half of all class time, aiid much emphasis was placed on the
57

student's performance in these exercises.

The reliance on Prussian texts was seen as disadvantageous by sowe

Americau officers. By 1907, the co=a-dant of the School of the Line

had begun a program to create an "American Griapenkerl" because he

believed, "notwithstanding tne recognized value of the pvsent trans-

lations of Griepenkerl's Letters, it is plain tiAt if such a work ware

based upon American maps, with American names and our army organ aimtonls,

its value would be greatly onhanced." 8  CWiptain Sayre, using cormari

references aad reports from the 4ttach.h in Europe, had already produced

a book oni map mctaeuvrs utd vat &*mtw for Awri•au officar by 1907.

iu thio bouk, ,Ayr• explained the probloma vith the B-ritih twthod of

LUStrucLIon and ho re.omnded, ind used, the Pru•stan system int~d,

Offitewr whto graduated roam the School of the Line (approxisetely

95 percent of those vho beoga the course in the years itre 1903 to 191?

coaplated the course) vaer ronked according to their petarmomce in both

the applied method anstructtou and in theoretical toAttuctto. Th OP

!.
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five officers (from an average class size of sixty officers) were listed

as honor graduates; the officers who ranked sixth through eighteenth

were named distinguished graduates. These officers were then permitted,

if they volunteered, to stay an additional year at Leavenworth to attend

61
the Army Staff College. The curriculum and methods of instruction at

the Staff College were similar to those used at the School of the Line. 6 2

The situations and map problems were more complex, and they dealt with

larger-size units, but the reliance on practical instruction continued. 6 3

Graduates of the Staff College were not tested or examined during

their year at the college; they graduated in strictly alphabetical order,

with no ranking according to ability. The graduates were ordered to

troop duty assignments, or to assignment in Washington, but there was

no provision for the direct assignment of graduates of the Staff College

as general staff officers.64 The absence of a direct link between the
Staff College and the general staff was recognized by several American

army officers, including J. Franklin Bell (chief of staff 1906-1910).

Bell attempted unsuccessfully to implement a direct relationship between

the Staff College and the staff; the most effective reform he was able

to accomplish was to give his personal attention to the careers of the

best graduates of the Leavenworth schools. 6 5 He, and his successors,

were tmable to coordinate the efficient postgraduate education system

with the American general staff.

The institution best suited to fulfill this function of coordina-

tion of education and utilization was the Army War College, but the AWC

failed to perform this function. Part of this failure was due to the

ambiguous nature of the War College's mission. Root had Initially wanted

the AWC to. as he said, "do the thinking for the army, not the mere

I I.
*, , 4•,. ' . . , , .. ..... .. . . . . .. . .
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administration"; he later made the War College the section of the general

staff most closely concerned with the daily operation (and administration)

of the army.66 Tasker H. Bliss added to the confusion about the War

College's function by making two contradictory recommendations in his

November 1903 report as president of the AWC. Bliss recommended that

the AWC eliminate its military intelligence functions as these were

general staff functions, at the same time that the AWC should increase

its control over operational and strategic planning. He also requested

that more student officers be assigned to the collevo to become, through

the use of practical exercises, familiar with their likely duties in

wartime.67 In 1917, the dispute between the advocates of the AWC as an

educational institutioa and those who advocated it as a planning and

68
zoordinating body wac still in progress.

tThe officers selected to attend the AWC as students, or more

precisely, as "temporary personnel," had volunteered for the assignmnt

and hL.d been personally appointed by the president of the AWC, the second

highest ranking general staff officer in the army. Officers who had

graduated from the Staff College were not required to take an entrance

examination; officers who wanted to be appointed, but who had not gone

to the Staff College, had to complete an examination in the spring of

the year they desired to attend the AWC. 6 9 The test papers, based on

information published in army General Orders and ost questions provided

by mail from the AWC, were reviewed by the president of the AWC. The

1917 test, similar to all the tests given before the First World War,

required the solution of four map problems and the composition of an

original rsearch project based o6 a specified topic. All applicants

required to take the exam were given the eaw questions.70 (The 1914

!t
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test order recommended that prospective examinees study Griepenkerl's

71
Letters on Applied Tactics before taking the test.) Officers could

apply if they were senior captains or field-grade officers. Junior

captains were generally excluded, although it was admitted by at least

one officer involved in the selection of students that junior captains
72

already were functioning effectively in the general staff. The AWC

president recommended a maximum of thirty officers each year for admis-

sion to the school. The final choice of students was the decision of

the chief of staff.
7 3

The course at the AWC consisted almost entirely of practical

exercises, and of creating war plans and mobilization procedures for the

actual general staff officers oa duty with the War College Division.

Usually only ten or twelve lectures were given during an entire academic

year. 74 No examinations were held, and the officers were never graded

on their work. The value of the education at the War College was doubted

by some of the students; some students even wondered if the general staff

officers paid any attention to the students' work on the war and opera-
75

tions plans. The instructors at the AWC maintained contact with the

American military attach6s in Europe, and much of the coursework was

* 76
based on material received from the attach6s. The course concluded

with a month-long general staff ride over the American Civil War battle-

fields of Virginia, Pennsylvania, Maryland, and West Virginia; at the

completion of the staff ride the students were assigned as umpires at

the annual maneuvers of the ariy or the national guard. 7 7

The Army War College, initially designed to serve as an interim

general staff, after the creation of the general staff in 1903 was given

the miasein of traiLt.in& o~fioere and preparing plans for mobilization

I ,
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and war. It is doubtful whether the AWC ever effectively functioned as

a planning organization. The general staff officers distrusted the work

of the students (or temporary personnel) at the War College and there

is some doubt that any of the AWC war plans vxare ever seriously con-

sidered as viable plans by the general staff. The only lasting effect

of the AWC courses from 1904 to 1917 was the familiarization of many

senior officers with the applied method of instruction and with some new

ideas in warfare. Graduation from the AWC, significantly, was neither

a prerequisite for assignment to the general staff nor a guarantor of
78

such an assignment in the future.

The officers who were assigned to the general staff, officers

appointed from the army at large without official educational require-

ments, were given assignments either with the War Department general

staff ot with "general staff with troops" detachments scattered through-
79

out the army. Duty with the central staff in Washington involved

adiainistration and coordination with the War Department or, more likely,

involvement with the strategical and operational planning of the general

staff. Thp supervisory function of the chief of staff, provided in the

act of February 14, '903, and endorsed periodically to 1917, was not the

primary "uiction of the American general staff officer;80 difficulties

posed by the intransigence of the bureau chiefs, and the sheer bulk of

the work to be doi- by so few offitcrs, pre-ented the successful super-

vision and conttol b, the general staff of the bureav, in the War DeparL-
at

ment. Instecd, most general staff officers were ewployed at the Army

War College Division offics at Washington Darracka (now Fort McNair),

several miles from the War Department headq.Artere located in what is

now the Executive Office Buildtng.82

.. • ._ ,_ ./,,... .. .
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These officers, the majority of all general staff officers assigned

to Washington, planned for the strategic and tactical deployment, equip-

ment, concentration, and most importantly for the American army, for the

mobilization and utilization of American manpower in time of war. They

were also responsible for the education of the "temporary personnel" at

the AWC, for supervision of all officer education in the army, for the

analysis, compilation, and dissemination of military information, and

fo- the regulation and supervision of the annual army-national guard

maneuvers and the periodic army-navy maneuvers as well. 8 3  This planning

and supervision for the line army was the primary function of the American

general staff from 1903 to 1917. Most war plans were drawn up for opera-

tions in the Western He-aisphere in defense of the Monroe Doctrine or for

actions against the Mexican insurgents; war plans were also prepared for

possible wars with Japan and Germany, The vast bulk of general staff

planning for war was concerned with the problems of the mobilization and

utilization of American manpower in time of national emergency.84

In 1912, Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson ordered the general

staff to update their plans for the mobilization and utilization of

America's manpower. The general staff did little that year except create

a plan for manning a large wartime army. The problem of manning such

an army surfaced again in 1915 when the staff spent most of the year

preparing another plan for manpower mobilization. The 1915 effort,

involving a comprehensive revision of the 1912 Stimson plan, culminated

in the publication of A Statement of a Proper Military Policy for the

United States. This Statement addressed all of the major problems of

the American military, but it emphasized the difficulties involved with

85
manning a large army in time of war.

1,
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Before the advent of the Mexican and European difficulties, the

American general staff had demonstrated its capabilities in the rapid

86and efficient occupation of Cuba in 1906. By late 1916, the American

general staff was effectively eliminated as a functioning organization.

The Mexican border difficulties, the Preparedness Debate (which had

resulted in the disastrous National Defense Act of 1916), and especially

the reduction in the number of general staff officers assigned to Wash-

ington all account for the American general staff's lack of power. In

1916, with only nineteen general staff officers on duty in Washington

(the thirty-odd officers at the AWC were involved in war planning work,

but the quality of their work, and the use made of their studies by the

general staff officers, is questionable), the collection of military

intelligence, had, in the words of Marc Powe, "reached a nadir," and the

staff was so "bogged down in parochial military detail" that it was

totally ineffective. 8 7 Eve.i the strategic planning of the staff, accord-

ing to J. A. S. Grenville, was "light years removed from a genuine or

sophisticated understanding, of international affairs." 8 8 Richard D.

Challener has pointed gut that "not even a rough plan existed (in 19161

for sending an American expeditionary force to Europe."89

The organization of the general staff itself failed to meet either

the demands of peacettim preparatiov for war or the rigors of war itself.

The Wood reorganization of the staff had been a step towards development

of an effective organization, but its effectiveness was restricted by

the interference of Congresa and by the lack of sufficient general staff

officers to utilize the et%-,dan tion. Unlike the Prussian Croma

Generalstab, 4%ich wat or-anixed as a flexible structure able to respond

to alterations in mission or personnel, the Americn gmeral stasf

I,
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organization was fixed by Congress, and was stagnated by the refusal of

Congress to listen to the appeals of the general staff for a more effec-
90

tive organization. For example, the 1916 National Defense Act, despite

the vigorous protests of the staff officers, altered the general, staff

organization by eliminating the Mobile Army and Coast Artillery Divi-

sions. This act passed by the whim of Congress, ignoring the pleas of

the officers who were forced to work in an organization they did not want.

As it existed from 1916 to 1918, the American general staff con-

sisted of only two divisions, each under a general officer--the Division

of Militia Affairs and the Army War College Division. 91 The relatively

effective four-division organization of Leonard Wood had been barely able

to deal with the problems facing the staff; the 1916 congressional re-

organization eliminated any chance of effective organization for the

general staff, for legally the only officers who could work in the War,

Navy, and State Building (now the Executive Office Building) were the

chief of staff, his aides, and the officers assigned to the Division of

Militia Affairs. The entire War College Division, some eleven of the

nineteen officers in the Washington, D.C., general staff of 1916, was

at Washington Barracks, and only one automobile was available for

liaison.
9 2

The War College Division was divided into two sections--the Arqw

War College and a subsidiary section responsible for military intelli-

gence. the miintonance of the general staff library, and the supervision

of maneuvers. All operational planning ws conducted by the AVC.93

With the 1916 reorganiuttion, the head of the War College Division, the

second senior officer in the general staff, became the do facto head of

the staff. ili chief of staff, with his office in the War, Navy, and

.9 .....
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State Building, began to lose corvtrol of the functions of the War College
94

Division located several miles away. By 1917, the general staff organi-

zation had almost returned to its status in 1902, when the AWC was func-

95tioning as a pre-general staff planning organization. In 1917, the

eleven officers of the War College Division were also responsible for

the education of the thirty student officers attending the War College,

as well as the other work previously described. It is hardly surprising

that little effective work was accomplished. In April 1917, for example,

two officers and two civilian clerks were responsible for all military

intelligence duties of the staff, as well as instruction at the AWC in

intelli~ence. By contrast, in November 1918, there were over 280 officers

and nearly 1,000 uniformed and civilian assistants at work, in Washington

alone, on the general staff military intelligence dutix. 9 6

The gravest problem for the general staff from 1903 to 1918 was

this shortage oe staff officers. The missions of plmnning for war,

collecting mi•ltary intelligence, superviing officer education and

troop maneuvers, and of coordinating and supervising all army activities

were far bayond the abilities of nineteen officers. Chief of Staff

S. 0. M. Young's lament of September 1903, that hie was unable to do

anything Important because of the press of daily work, was a&so true for

his successor fifteen years later. 9 7

General Young's lament was never more accurate than in 1917.

Feuding between the bureau chiefs, the chitf of staff, the secretary of

war, and the newly involved civilian industrialists resulted in the near

collapse of the American military administration during the winter of

1917/18. A major reorganization of the staff took place in the spring

of 1918, and by the signing of the Arxistice on November 11, 1918, the
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United States had its first completely effective general staff.

From the spring of 1917 to the early months of 1918, there was no

central control of economic mobilization, no effective coordination of

purchasing, storage, or transportation of material, and little planninga 98
for long-range operations. The first AWC war plan, developed in early

April, called for no troop deployment to Europe until 1.5 million men

had b,.en completely trained; the first American division was actually

marching through Paris three months after the declaration of war. 9 9

To add to the totally unrealistic planning of the AWC and the near-total

absence of any coordination or control, the post of chief of staff,

between April 1917 and March 1918, was occupied by four different

officers who moved in and out of the post some seven times in eleven

months, thus effectively preventing any formulation of solutions to the

problems plaguing the staff by a powerful chief of staff. 100 Despite

an attempt to form a coordinating War Council in December 1917, and

civilian attempts to control the economic mobilization of industries,

the entire American military system was on the verge of administrative

disintegration by January 1918.101

The economic and military crisis of the winter of 1917/18 was

readily apparent to the American leadership. By March 1918, massive

reorganizations of the War Department, of the general staff, and of the

civilian economic coordinating agencies promised to solve most of the

problems. 10 2  The reorganization of the War Department brought a greatly

expanded general staff into effective control of all War Department

bureaus and full control over the operations and logistics of the

American army (see table 8). A coabination of sheer n,"d, a legislative

"blank check" for the executive branch, and the appointmet of a

I.



Table 8

United States War Department General Staff, August 26, 1918103

President

Secretarr of War

Chief of Staff

Director of Military Director of War Plans
Intelligence Division

War Plans Branch

Legislation and Regulation

Training Branch

Historical Branch

Director of Operations Division Director of Purchase, Storaae,
and Transportation Division

Operations Branch

Personnel Branch Supplies/Purchase Branch

(liaison w/ Adjutant General) (liaison w/ all supply bureaus
of War Department)

Equipment Branch Transport (Inland) Branch

:otor Transport Branch SIorage Branch
Embarkation Branch

Chief of Chief of Chief of Chief of Director Director

Artillery Coast Militia Aeronautics Chemical Tatlk
Artillery and Warfare Branch

Director of
Aircraft
Production

Si,
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"ruthless executive" to the office of chief of staff was responsible for

these reorganizations. 104

The Overman Act of May 20, 1918 allowed the president to alter the

structure of any branch of the executive government as the war made this
105

necessary. Chief of Staff Peyton C -arch took full advantage of this

act and of the desperate situation of the War Department. By the early

summer of 1918, the general staff under March had nearly full control

of American military affairs; most of this control was exercised directly

by the general staff; only a minor portion was exercised through the

still-existent War Department bureaus. By November 1918 there were over

one thousand general staff officers in Washington alone. 1 0 6

This reorganization was based on American industrial and business

methods, on the experience of the general staff officers since 1903, on

the new contacts with and observations of the French and British staff

systems, and on March's experience with the German-inspired Japanese

general staff during the Russo-Jupanese War. 1 0 7 larch removed all execu-

tive powers from the bureaus, renamed the assistant chiefs of staff direc-

tors, and assumed control over all American military system through the

newly created four directorates of the general staff (Operations, War

Plans, Military Intelligence, and Logistics). He also created the first

American genetal staff historical section. 'The only silitary affairs

not controlled by March and the central general staff use the Am•rcan

108
Exeditionary Force in France under the command of Prehing.

Pershing had been given full and complete authority over the AU

from its inception. This authority extended to the creation of its own

general staff system. 10 9 The AEF officers, imay of vhom more graduates

of the Leavenworth schools, observed the French and British staffs tn

i
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action in London, Paris, and in the fi'4Id; they then significantly altered

the American staff system based on these observations. The AEF abandoned

the traditional American reliance on a two-section staff with troops

(as prescribed in the 1917 War Department Regulations), and they adopted

a four-section staff for line units and a five-seccion staff for the AEF

central general staff.1 1 0  The four sections for line staffs were G-1,

Administration and Personnel; G-2, Intelligence; G-3, Operations and

Plans; and G-4, Logistics. The fifth section at AEF Headquarters was

the G-5, Training and Education (normally a G-3 responsibility in the

French army, it was made a separate section in the AEF to control the

extensive training requirements of the AEF in France). The four-section

model was based on the French general staff system modified by lessons

drawn from the British arm and from the experiences of the American

officers with the American general staff since 1903.111

The AEF also established a staff college at Langres, France, to

train American general staff and administrative staff officers; the

Leavenworth schools had not yet produced enough officers to fill the

necessary staff positions. 1 1 2 By November 1918, the Langres school had

trained over two hundred officers for the AEF general staff and an addi-

tional three hundred officers for duty with the AEF general staff with

troops. The situation in France was so different from the experience

in America, that Pershin&'s chief of staff, Javes G. Harbord, said,

'little of the acco~lishaents of the general staff system between its

organization in 1903, and the date. of our entry into the World Vat.

served either as an inspiration or a guide in facing the problems uhich

confronted Cenetral Pershing and his untried Chief of Staff."14 U

staff accepted by the AEF bore little resemblance in sttucturs or method
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to the Prussian general staff or to the American general staff of 1903.

In 1921, the American army officially accepted the AEF general

staff system as the basic organization for all American staffs.1 15 This

acceptance of the French- and British-inspired AEF staff changed the

basic model for the American general staff, a model which before 1921

(or 1918 for the AEF) was based on the Prussian Grosser Generalstab.

By 1918, the United States Army had experienced sixteen years of general

• staff development; years marked initially by a strong desire to imitate

the Prussian system, a desire that could not withstand the attacks

against the general staff launched by an interfering Congress and by tha

self-interested bureau chiefs. By 1916, the American general staff,

driven away from effective imitation of the Prussian staff by congres-

sional and other attacks, had lost all touch with the military realities

of its world. Only the near-disaster of the winter of 1917/18, and the

reforms of Peyton C. March, established the importance of the general

staff within the American military hierarchy.

!-
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(.,HAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

Any analysis of the cross-cultural transfer of ideas must begin

with an examination of the borrowing culture's awareness of the model.

After this familiarity has been established, the strength, or weakness,

of the imitation can be assessed. This chapter begins with a discussion

of the American knowledge of the Prussian staff and then examines the

use of this model by American military reformers. Analysis of the

innovation and adaptation which characterized the development of the

American general staff from 1903 to 1918 concludes this chapter.

Some officers of the American army learned the importance of a

general staff from the Prussian victory over France in 1870/71. For the

next three decades, these officers attempted, with little success, to

reform the American army administration on the Prussian model. The

knowledge of the Prussian staff came primarily from Upton's books,

through the periodic vtsits of officers to Europe, and from the publica-

tions of the tMilitary Information Division. The creation of a ailitary

attach& system by 1890, and the publication of Schwan's Rport on the

Organization of the German Army., Wilkinsou' The Brain of an Army, and

the OID's Staffs of Various Armies, made current and accurate inforeation

on the Prussian staff system available to all mertm atrm officers.

This infoamtion ws used to suit different ends. Sow officers,

I '
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like General Nelson A. Miles, denied that any possible value for the

American army could be gained from knowledge of the Prussian army.

Other officers, notably Tasker Bliss and Arthur Wagner, used this

readily available information to propose, and inaugurate, reforms of

the officer education system. Until Elihu Root became secretary of war

in 1899, however, there was no effective leadership for broad reforms

of the American military administration based on the Prussian model;

additionally, the Spazish-American War, and its disastrous mismanagement

by the American government, gave an added impetus to the reform movement.

The shame of this "splendid little war" made the majority of American

army officers aware of the need for military reform for the first time.

When Root came into office in 1899, he quickly became familiar

with the works of Emory Upton, Theodore Schwan, Arthur Wagner, and the

MID. By 1901, Root had also been advised by William Ludlow on the

results of Ludlow's successful trip to Europe and Germany, and of Joseph

Sanger's abortive trip to London; Root was also influenced by William

Carter's desires for an adequate American postgraduate officer education

systems Root's knowledge of the ýIrussian system, which his advisors

often referred to as the most efficient military machine in the world,

and his awareness of the grossly inefficient American War Department,

led Root to accept the Prussian general staff and officer education

systems as the basic sources for his proposals of reform. Root's

implementation of these proposals varied from direct imitation ok the

Prussian system to conscious innovation of new institutions and tech-

niques to suit the American military needs at the turn of this century.

The first step Root took towards reforming the American army

administration was the creaLion of the Army War College as an interim

I.
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general staff. No such organization or institution existed in the

Prussian army, nor had any of the American observers of the Prussian

system reported that such a system ever existed. The AWC was not intended

as a copy of the Prussian Kriegsakademie; its function was to be the

planning board of the American general staff, not a training school for

general staff officers. It fulfilled its planning function, with very

limited rcsults, from 1902 to 1917, but after the creation of the American

general staff corps in 1903, the AWC gradually became less a planning

agency, and more an educational institution.

Root was also instrumental, through the actions of William H.

Carter, in the reestablishment and standardization of the United States

Army Service Schools at Fort Leavenworth (the School of the Line and the

Staff College). These schools were the primary postgraduate officer

institutions after 1902; they were also the American army institutions

which, through Root and Carter, borrowed the most from the Prussian

military. Although the courses of study, the methods of instruction,

and the texts used by these schools were often duplicates of those in

use at the Kriegsakademie, the schools in the American army served a

different purpose thani the Prussian schools. The American army, limited

by congressional restrictions on funding and personnel strengths to some

100,000 men, had to prepare its officers for leadership and staff post-

tions in a wartime army of several million men. Tite need to edtcate as

many officers as possible for an expandable arty, and not just train the

bat officers for general staff duty, forced the officers of the Awrican

general staff to create a system of officer selection, education, and

utilitzation which was an American innovation, not an adaptation or an

imitation of the Prtssian system.

4j.
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Within this different educational purpose, the Leavenworth schools

did imitate the system of instruction used by the Prussian officer educa-

tion system. Direct communication between Leavenworth and the American

military attaches in Europe insured that the most up-to-date information

on the Prussian staff officer education was always available; many of

the instructors at Leavenworth were in personal communication with the

American attaches in Berlin throughout the period from 1890 to 1917.

Especially influential in the development of the Leavenworth schools in

partial imitation of the Prussian system was the work of Arthur L. Wagner.

His contacts with the American attachS in Berlin, Robert K. Evans, were

enhanced by their personal friendship; Wagner was the primary motivation

for the acceptance by the American postgraduate officer schools of the

techniques of instruction as practiced in Berlin.

The American general staff itself was designed to function in a

manner similar to that of the Prussian general staff. The American

concerns for war planning, intelligence gather and analysis, supervision

of officer education, and coordination of all military matters were all

in direct imitttion of the missions of the Prussian general staff. This

was admitted frequently by Root, Bliss, Young, Schwan, and other influ-

ential Awrican military leaders from 1890 to 1917. Ilie reality of the

American general staff from 1903 to 1917, and especially during its

"unadir" of 1Q16, was that of an ineffective and poterless institution.

Its purpose was ItAtated from the Prussian general staff; its inaffec-

tivenýa was an Awarican innovation.

Although the idea of an American general staff and the techniques

of officer education wore imitattd from the Prussian general staff, the

oerican staff system functioned in a different civil-military system
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than the Prussian Grosser Generalstab. Perhaps the most significant

difference between the two systems was the method of control of the

military in the two countries. Instead of the Prussian system of owing

allegiance to a king, and instead of being commanded by military men in

both peace and war, the American general staff was under complete

civilian domination. This civilian control of the military was exer-

cised through the command of the military by a civilian president and

secretary of war, and through the restrictions placed on the army by

Congress. Emory Upton had recommended reforms of this civilian control

along the lines of the Prussian military control, but such reforms were

impossible under the provisions of the American Constitution, as well

as being practically impossible in a nation which prided itself on the

concept of civil control of the military.

The serious problems of public apathy, congressional interference,

insufficient personnel, and most significantly, insufficient time and

need to develop an effective staff prevented the American general staff

from fulfilling its designed function as the American arcY's central

coordinating and planning organization. The early years of the American

general staff were characterited by an tinovative approach to army-navy

cooperation (a matter the Prussian goetral staff was never able to

accomplis) and its effective planning for. and execution of. the 1906

Cuban occupation. Those activities, and the progress made within the

officer education system for an expandable army. proved that the Amrican

general staff officers could learn from the Prussian system. adapt these

lessons to tte American situation, and then progress beyond the litita-

tions of the Prussian staff. VTe best example of this is the activity

of Arthur Wagner at the LUavwnvorth schools, and then during his year*
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as chief of the MID. Wagner, like other officers, acquired a knowledge

of the Prussian system from both firsthand experience and extensive

reading; his actions at Leavenworth and in the MID reflect his know-

ledge, and his eagerness to adopt the Prussian system to the American

needs.

The statue of Frederick the Great which was dedicated with exten-

sive ceremony and prolix speeches in the fall of 1904 is an evocative

symbol of the American general staff's use of the Prussian model. The

statue, dedicated on the front steps of the new Army War College Building

to provide "an incentive to effort" for the American general staff offi-

cers, was nearly destroyed two months after its dedication. According

to the official report, the statue in January 1905 was

F located upon the unfinished terrace of the War College Building
under construction and [was] surrounded by a tall picket fence
surmounted by several strands of barbed wire to prevent the
approach to it by malicious persons who might attempt to do
injury to it. About 12 noon on the 10th (of January 19051 a man
alighted from a cab in the vicinity of the statue, hurried towards
it, and attached to the fence in the rear of it a hand bag or
carrying case. He then rapidly drove away. His actions were
noticed by several persons as was also the fact that smoke was
issuing from the package that he hlug on the fence. . . . One of
the civilian emloyees engaged on the War College Building also
noticed the package and removed it from the fence, throwing it
upon the ground some distance from the statue -here it exploded
very shortly afterwards. No damage resulted to the statue.
The package apparently contained a small charge, variously
estimated at from one to three or four pounds of explosive,
generally believed to be dynamite. 1

Tle statue was then guarded day and night until the building wa com-

pleted. During World War 1, the statue was removed from the War College

grounds and placed in storage. It remained out of public view until

some two decades after the Second World War when it was relocated, and

rededicated, at Carlisle Barracks, Peansylvania, the current site of the

,I 4I
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2
Army War College. The statue of Frederick, and the idea for an American

general staff, both came from Prussia.

Cultures both borrow from other cultures and innovate, or create,

their own solutions to problems. The American creation of a general

staff system was initially based on reports from official observers of

a the Prussian staff. Faced with problems different from those faced by

the Prussian army, the United States Army began to adapt the Prussian

staff to American needs in the years after 1903. American army officers

also began to create pragmatic solutions to the unique American problems,

solutions which were not imitative or adaptive but which were innovative,

The American general staff was a combination of imitation and adaptation

of the Prussian general staff and the use of innovation by the American

of ficers.

The clearest aspects of the American general staff as imitation

of the Prussian system are the imitation of the techniques of instruction

ot Leavenworth, and to a lesser extent, at the Army War College. The

organization of the American staff, with its use of a military intelli-

gence section and sections responsible for planning and coordination,

also can be explained as imitation of the Prussian staff. The imitation

of officer education methods from the Prussian Kriegsakademie was a

success; the imitation or atteoted imitation of the Prussian general

staff organization w•s not, The American staff organization, caught

between congressional 1nterference and the lack of sufficient personnel,

failed to imitate the routtnoe effectivenest of the Prussian staff (with

the exception of the 1906 Cuban occupation) and failed to match, through

imitation, the flexibility of the Pzt'ssiant sta(ff organization.

MIore exaupls, of adaptatioa of the Prussian .yotem are found from

"-t)A
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1903 to 1918 than examples of imitation. The foundation of the AWC as

an interim general staff, while not based on any Prussian institution,

was Elihu Root's attempt to adapt the Prussian Grosser Generalstab to

the American army without requiring congressional approval. The utili-

zation of the AWC after the 1903 creation of the general staff is also

an example of adaptation; the college, founded to be a general staff

itself, was altered in an unsuccessful attempt to create an American

Kriegsakademie. This adaptation of a Prussian system was almost a total

failure. The Leavenworth schools were a much more efficient adaptation

of the Prussian general staff system by the American army. Perhaps the

most obvious example of adaptation for the United States general staff

was its attempted fulfillment of its mission to prepare for war in time

of peace. Borrowed originally by Root from Bronsart von Schellendorf,( I this idea was gradually altered by successive chiefs of staff and secre-

taries of war to meet the specific needs of the American army.

Innovation by 1917 was the overriding consideration in the United

States Army. The failure of imitation (with the important exception of

the Leavenworth instruction system) and the failure of adaptation to

provide a functioning and effective genera]l staff for the United States

became painfully obvious in the winter of 1917118. Several aspects of

the American general staff syatem had been created through innovation

prior to 1917/18 (notably the use of officer training and selection to

prepare for the expandable army concept), but it vas not until the dis-

astrous events at the end of 1917 that imitation and adaptation were

generally abandoned as feasible alternatives to innovation. The attewte

at imitation from 1903 to 1917, like many of the attempts at adaptation,

failed due to the problems of congressional inte.*ferences public apathy,

,, . q*
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and the absence of a plausible threat to American national security.

On the eve of American entry into the Great War, the American

general staff was an ineffective combination of imitation and adaptation

of the Prussian general staff and of American innovation. Several suc-

cesses, notably the Leavenworth schools, had resulted from imitation or

adaptation of the Prussian Grosser Generalstab, but the severe problems

affecting the American army as a whole prevented, before the crisis of

thm winter of 1917/18, the formation of an effective American general

staff. Without the existence of an obvious threat to national security

and without the example of contemporary military disasters, the American

army after 1903 could not imitate, adapt, or innovate an effective

general staff. Motivated by the near-disasters of 1917/18, the American

army formed an effective general staff system, a system based, in part,

on the earlier imitation and adaptation of the Prussian general staff,

but with its new organization based on innovative solutions to the

American situation.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 6

1. Major Beach to Adjutant General, Department of the East,
January 12, 1905, Document Nr. 475037, Adjutant General's Office Corre-
spondence and Despatches, Old Military Records Division Record Group 94,
National Archives, Washington, D.C.

2. Ibid.; interview with George J. Stansfield, librarian, National
Defense University, Fort McNair, Washington, D.C., May 15, 1980.
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